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EDITORIAL

Welcome to the nineteenth volume of the Scottish Journal of Criminal
Justice Studies. In addition to the Chairman’s Report for the year, this
year’s Journal contains several presentations from the 43rd SASO Annual
Conference held in November 2012, and two articles on matters relating to
the theme of the conference, which was ‘Gender, Crime and Justice.’ The
conference theme was very timely given the publication of the report of the
Commission on Women Offenders in April 2012, with its comprehensive
recommendations on ways to improve outcomes for women in the criminal
justice system.
The conference, which was chaired by Catherine Dyer, the Crown Agent,
commenced with a keynote address by The Rt Hon the Baroness Corston on
the findings contained in her review of the criminal justice response to women
‘The Corston Report – A Review of Women with Particular Vulnerabilities in
the Criminal Justice System’. This address - reproduced here in its original
form as an oral presentation - provided an excellent overview of the subject
matter of the conference, and provided insights into the characteristics of
women drawn into the criminal justice system, and highlighted some of the
challenges faced by those who work with them.
The paper by Professor Marianne Hester discusses findings from a series
of longitudinal research studies conducted in England which utilised police
recording of domestic violence cases in order to examine the complex issue
of gender and domestic violence perpetrators; by so doing, she shows the
ways in which gender is an important feature in both the patterns of domestic
violence and abuse and in its impact.
Drawing on examples that have come to the attention of Southall Black
Sisters over a 30 year period, Pragna Patel’s paper provides a vivid portrayal
of ‘honour –based violence’ cases that have taken place within Britain’s
minority ethnic communities. This paper throws this multi-layered problem
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into sharp relief and points to some of the challenges for criminal justice in
this complex area, about which relatively little is known.
The article by Gill McIvor and Michele Burman draws from a larger study
that was commissioned to investigate the rise of female imprisonment in
Scotland and, in particular, to explore whether the significant increase in
numbers of incarcerated women is a result of increasing numbers of women
getting involved in crime, increasing participation in more serious crime,
or changes in the pattern of prosecution and sentencing decision making.
This work informed the Commission of Women Offenders and this paper
highlights some of the key findings of that research.
The original article by Linda Robb highlights an issue which is often
overlooked in discussions of gender, crime and justice - that of responses
to young women and girls who offend or who are at risk of offending. She
summarises what we know about offending young women and what works
most effectively in addressing their needs and offending behaviour, and flags
up a number of ways in which Scotland’s approach could be improved.
Also included in this volume is the prize-winning student essay by Caitlin
Gormley who, as of September 2013 is a PhD student at the University of
Glasgow, although the essay was written whilst Caitlin was undertaking an
MRes in Criminology. Her essay, which was the judges’ unanimous choice,
is entitled ‘Can the social construction of crime be understood without
considering the power relationships generated by social division.’
In future volumes, SASO hopes to continue to publish as articles those papers
presented at Branch Meetings or at Day Conferences that Branch Secretaries
consider suitable for a wider audience. The Journal is also keen to publish
articles on matters of interest to the Scottish criminal justice community. I
would particularly like to encourage articles from practitioners, and those
with practice experience, which inform the realities of work in criminal
justice. Contributors are asked to send articles (in word or in .rtf format) to
the Editor (michele.burman@glasgow.ac.uk). All articles will be reviewed by
two members of the Editorial Board.

Michele Burman
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‘The Corston Report – A Review of
Women with Particular Vulnerabilities
in the Criminal Justice System
By The Rt Hon the Baroness Corston
The focus of this presentation is the Corston Report (2007) which is a review
of women with particular vulnerabilities in the criminal justice system. The
Report was commissioned in March 2006, completed by January 2007 and
published by the Home Office the following March. The Report sets out the
need for a distinct and radically different, visibly led, strategic, proportionate,
holistic, woman-centered integrated approach. Any one of these concepts is
a challenge for government, so bringing them all together will not be easy.
In 2003, 14 women took their own lives in English prisons; these deaths
are categorized by the prison service as ‘self-inflicted’ rather than suicide
because one cannot be sure that death was the intention. In 2004, 13 women
died, six of them from one prison: HMP Styal, a Closed Category prison for
female adults and young offenders in Cheshire. At that time, the then Home
Secretary, Charles Clark, had tasked the Prison and Probation Ombudsman
with the responsibility of conducting an independent investigation into all
deaths in custody. This task had previously been allocated to a governor from
another prison. Concurrently there were calls for a public inquiry, principally
from a woman called Pauline Campbell, who was quite an unusual person.
Most women in prison are poor, are of low education, and don’t have family
members who are articulate enough to campaign for them. Pauline Campbell,
on the other hand, was a professional, articulate woman and her 17 year old
daughter, Sarah, had died in Styal. Pauline then became an indefatigable
champion of women in prison; she would mount vigils outside prisons where
a woman had died and generally, I’m proud to say, made a nuisance of herself.
The tragedy is that Pauline didn’t live to see any significant change in the
situation for women in prison because she was found dead on her daughter’s
grave in May 2008. Such was her presence and the effectiveness of her
campaign however that Charles Clark, having seen no useful purpose for a
public inquiry after the Ombudsman’s report into the last death at Styal - of a
woman called Julie Walsh - knew that something else had to be done. Another
influencing factor for Charles Clark came from the Coroner for Cheshire,
Nicholas Reinberg, who was responsible for conducting inquests into deaths
in custody at Styal. Reinberg wrote to the Home Secretary referring to the
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witnesses who appeared before him at Julie Walsh’s inquest; one of the
paragraphs was as follows:
“I saw a group of damaged individuals committing, for the
most part, petty crime for whom imprisonment represented a
disproportionate response. That was what particularly struck me
with Julie Walsh who had spent the majority of her adult life serving
at regular intervals short periods of imprisonment for crimes which
represented a social nuisance rather than anything that demanded
the most extreme form of punishment. I was greatly saddened by
the pathetic individuals who came before me as witnesses who
no doubt mirrored the pathetic individuals who had died. A farranging review concentrating on alternatives to imprisonment for
drug-dependant women coming before the courts charged with
petty crime would be a very valuable exercise.”
Charles Clark and his Ministerial team, which included three women, decided
not to respond by commissioning yet more research; after all the Home Office
had been researching this issue since 1971. Instead, they wanted a practical
piece of work drawing on all their research of the last 30 years and they
wanted recommendations made. At this point I was asked to conduct the
review.
I found that in the decade ending in 2006 the women’s prison population rose
by a staggering 94 per cent. The corresponding rise for men was 38 per cent
and the reason was quite simple: courts were using custody more frequently
for women for less serious offences. At the end of June 2006 there were 4,116
women in prison in England; this included women from Wales as there are
no women’s prisons in Wales. Nearly three quarters of women sentenced to
custody are there for less than 12 months. Significantly only 45 per cent of
women remanded into custody go on to receive a custodial sentence. They
generally are on remand for 28 days, just long enough to lose both home and
children with little chance of getting either back. Only 3.2 per cent of this
total female population are assessed as presenting a high or very high risk of
serious harm to others in the community compared with 11.4 per cent of the
male prisoner population. On a more positive note, compared with 2004 there
has been an 11 per cent decrease in women imprisoned while on remand.
It is important to note that 80 per cent of these women have mental health
problems upon entering the system. At least half of them were a suicide risk
before they even went into prison. Nearly three quarters of them are drug6

dependant and that’s not just Class A drugs. Many women entering prison
have a poly drug misuse of prescription drugs, illegal drugs and alcohol.
Sexual and violent victimisation often triggers offending, and what is
absolutely extraordinary is the degree of abuse suffered by these women;
which affects over half of them in some form. It is shocking how often it
is childhood sexual abuse leaving them with a total lack of self-confidence,
but also a lack of self-worth - they are people with absolutely no life skills.
The things that we all take for granted as part of the human condition are
actually things that we learn or that some of us are lucky to learn – how to
hold a conversation, how to make a persuasive phone call, how to work with
and incorporate others, how to even clean the loo. It is extraordinary how
many of these women do not have these basic life skills - and if you can’t
do any of these things then your parenting isn’t up to much, you’re not a
very good neighbour, you’re not a very good citizen, and most result to selfharmful behaviour. Women make up 5 per cent of the prison population but
they are responsible for 51 per cent of its self-harm, which is far too shocking
to describe.
This is a snapshot account of what happened in the ten days preceding one
of my visits to a regular women’s prison in England: A woman had to be
operated on as she had pushed a cross-stitch needle deep into a self-inflicted
wound. A woman in the segregation unit with mental health problems had
embarked on a dirty protest. A pregnant woman was taken to hospital to have
early induced labour over concerns about her addicted unborn child; she went
into labour knowing that the social services would take the baby away shortly
after birth. A young woman with a long history of self-harm continued to
open old wounds to the extent that she lost dangerous amounts of blood yet
refused to engage with the staff. A woman was remanded into custody for
strangling her six-year-old child; she was in a state of shock. A woman set
fire to herself and her bedding. The in-reach team concluded that there was a
woman who was extremely dangerous in her psychosis and had to be placed
in the segregation unit for the safety of the other women until alternative
arrangements could be made. A crack cocaine addict who displayed disturbing
and paranoid behaviour, but who had not been diagnosed with any illness,
was released; she refused all offers of help to be put in touch with community
workers. Just a snapshot of what one week in a women’s prison can look like.
Now these women commit offences that are frequently associated with
poverty and financial difficulties and most of them are mothers. Every year in
England and Wales about 18,000 children are affected by the imprisonment
of their mothers; a large number of these children will end up in prison
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themselves, as many as half of them. Only five per cent of these children will
stay in the family home. If a man goes to prison there is generally somebody
to keep the home fire burning and care for the children, which is often not
the case when it is the mother who is imprisoned – instead they are trying to
bring up their children from inside prison. Women are held a long way from
home because there are so few women’s prisons, so there can be a horrendous
round trip for children to visit their mothers, who tend not to see the number
of visitors as men’s prisons do. A male prison at visiting times is packed, a
women’s prison isn’t. This break in contact between mother and child can be
catastrophic and when they’re released none of their offending behaviour has
been dealt with because you can’t do much in a few weeks or months.
On release the biggest hurdle is accommodation. Traditionally if you ask
anyone what’s the most important priority for a prisoner on release the answer
will be that “well we want to make these people able to function effectively
in the adult world” and that generally focuses round employability. You don’t
have to look very far to know that for women this is not the first priority.
For them it’s accommodation. Time and again I heard the heartbreaking
lament “I just want somewhere for me and my kids” and when I was in HMP
Cornton Vale it was “I just want somewhere for me and my weans.” Upon
release the women will go to the local authority housing department and, at
best, are told they’re not eligible for family accommodation because they
do not have their children with them. At worst they are told that they made
themselves intentionally homeless by going to prison in the first place and
are consequently not eligible for council housing. They go to social services
and say “I want my children back” and they’re told “you can’t have your
children back because you’ve nowhere to live” so the choice then is either if
they’re lucky a flat for one person and accepting that accommodation and not
having the children or insisting having the children and remaining homeless.
They’re in a downward spiral, a Catch 22 that is hard to break out of. I heard
of a woman who gave birth in HMP Styal and she herself had been born
there. Finally, I found that there was no one person or distinct body which had
overall responsibility for women’s prisons. Instead, these prisons are always
an afterthought on any agenda.
I was asked initially by the Government to conduct a review of vulnerable
women in the criminal justice system and I immediately declined to do that
and I wrote to the sponsoring Minister to say that the word ‘vulnerable’ is
either an excuse or a label. You can have women in prison who say “you
can’t expect me to do that, I’m vulnerable” or if you speak to a member of
the prison staff they will say “well she’s a vulnerable woman”. They used to
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be called ‘poor copers’ which is extremely patronising. Instead, I said I would
not look into vulnerable women but try and assess women’s vulnerabilities
and eventually came up with three main categories. First, there are domestic
circumstances and problems, such as domestic violence, child care issues,
and being a single parent. Second are personal circumstances like mental
illness, low self-esteem, eating disorders, and/or substance misuse. Third are
the socioeconomic factors such as poverty, isolation, and unemployment. It’s
my submission that when women are experiencing a combination of factors
from each of these three types of vulnerabilities it is likely to lead to a crisis
point that, ultimately, results in prison. It is these underlying issues that
must be addressed by helping women to develop resilience, life skills and
emotional literacy.
I made 43 recommendations in all and 40 of them have been accepted. My
main contention was that prison was a male construct. Prisons are designed
for men and are, by and large, run by men. The regimes are tailored to men’s
needs and offending and behavioural profile through extreme security and
constant searching. However, as men and women are different there ought to
be a prison regime tailored to women’s needs instead of men’s. My central
premise was that men and women are different, but equal - treating them the
same does not deliver equality and, furthermore, I considered that this flew
in the face of the Gender Equality Duty which came into force in April 2007.
Subsequently, when the Ministry of Justice assumed responsibility for the
prison estate, a gender equality scheme was published and I concluded that
prison was an entirely inappropriate place for women to turn their lives around
in. Instead I called for a network of Women’s Centres to be used for referrals
by the courts and other public bodies and individuals (like GPs) who can
identify chaotic lifestyle which can lead to offending; sometimes it can even
start with truanting from secondary school. I visited such centres in Halifax,
Worcester, and Glasgow and saw for myself that by taking a woman-centred
approach, lives can be turned around. Issues like mental ill-health, debt, life
skills, accommodation, parenting and diet can all be dealt with under one
roof by qualified professionals. That’s far more effective than making dozens
of appointments with different organisations for women whose lives are so
chaotic that a failure to keep appointments is a problem in itself.
I met a woman in one of these Centres, she was 41years old and had been in
and out of prison since the age of 15. She had three children. Her first child
had been put up for adoption without her consent, her second was in care with
little chance of being reunited with her mother, and she thought there was a
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chance that she could keep her third child. I asked why she was at the centre
and she told me that a magistrate had sent her there because prison clearly
had not had any positive influence on her life. I asked what had been the
outcome for her and she said “When I had been in prison there was someone
else I could blame. If my step-dad hadn’t done that to me, if my mother had
protected me, if that man hadn’t abused me, if I hadn’t got pregnant, if I
hadn’t taken drugs, if I hadn’t been coerced into prostitution because I was
poor. It was always someone else’s fault. Now I am 41years old and this is
the first time someone has sat down with me and asked ‘But what’s your
responsibility for being in this situation?” and she added “actually it’s much
harder than being in prison, but I do really feel that I am turning my life
around”. When I was working on my report I was told that the total cost of
keeping a woman in prison for a year was £70,000. The cost of a place at the
centre in Worcester at that time was £750 - and I know which the better value
is for money on every count.
Another of my recommendations was that strip-searching regimes should
be radically changed. Women were repeatedly and routinely strip-searched
because, of course, men are. Women are searched before going to court and
on return to prison- even though they had been under supervision throughout
- and they can be searched at any other time, particularly upon reception.
Once again, this forms part of the male regime, but governors to whom I
spoke said that they have never found anything during these searches. I
considered them to be a waste of staff time, very damaging in terms of staff
and prisoner relations and a terrible thing to do to women who have been
victims of abuse. I can see that women need to be searched on reception,
though I don’t see why they can’t keep their underclothes on, and then after
that they could be searched on an intelligence-led basis such as when staff
have a concern about a particular woman’s behaviour or if other prisoners
expressed a concern. I am proud to tell you that following a successful pilot
project in four women’s prisons, routine strip-searching was abolished in the
women’s estate in England on 1st April 2009.
In terms of Scotland, I visited HMP Cornton Vale, and it seemed to me as
terrible as any of the 13 women’s prisons in England and Wales. However I
was very impressed by the then governor Sue Brooks and her regime tailored
to two principles: one was no bullying and one was respect. For me, having
been the previous Chair of the Joint Committee on Human Rights of the UK
Parliament, it seemed that this was a human rights approach. I spoke to one
member of staff and asked her opinion, she said that initially she was very
hostile to the notion because she didn’t think it could work, but has discovered
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that it helps keep a calm and respectful environment. Not being allowed to
shout at the prisoners means the prisoners do not shout back at you; because,
she said, if they shouted I yelled, and when I yelled they screamed, and when
they screamed I ranted, but if I just kept talking and didn’t shout then they
didn’t shout and the whole atmosphere in the prison changed.
Although there has been progress made towards my recommendations,
under the current Government things seem to be going backwards. One of
my recommendations was to divide responsibility from just the Home Office
to other governmental departments; communities and local governments
for housing, health as it is such a big issue in prisons, education, work and
pensions as there are difficult issues to do with benefits for women in prisons.
This recommendation caused the Ministry of Justice to set up a crossdepartmental criminal justice women’s unit but which has recently been
disbanded. However, there has been a slight decrease in prison population in
the last five years, with 400 fewer women in prison. Also, in the North West
of England they have set up a scheme for conditional cautioning, where a
woman who has committed an offence can be cautioned on condition that she
attends a Women’s Centre.
In 2007, following a meeting of those who represented the top 21 charitable
foundations that worked in the criminal justice system and myself, the
Corston Independent Founders Coalition was started. This group’s mission
was to press the Government for implementation of the Corston Report so
that the £2m a year they put into the women’s estate would see a proper
return, and to do that they had also decided to help fund Women’s Centres.
Concurrently, the then Home Secretary, Jack Straw, had committed £15.6m
to also assist with the establishment of these Centres and there are now
39 Women’s Centres throughout England and Wales where women can be
referred directly from the courts for an opportunity to turn their lives around,
recognising that prison is an entirely disproportionate sentence for such petty
offences
At the same time I want to record that Dame Ann Owers and Dame Eilish
Angiolini have both, in Northern Ireland and in Scotland respectively, come
out with reports in the last months calling for a very similar approach to
the one that I have outlined. In England, there has been some progress on
training women and training people who work in prisons to learn to work
in the women’s estate, which is a huge step forward. I shared a platform last
year with a man called Clive Chatterton, his last job was as governor of Styal.
He previously spent 35 years in the prison service - always in the male estate
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- and he said that going to Styal was the most terrible professional shock
imaginable and that for a long time he couldn’t sleep because of the huge
level of distress and unmet need. He has since retired and is an indefatigable
champion of the needs of women in prison.
There’s also now a project for sex workers in prison, which enables women
to discuss their experiences and receive support whilst in prison, and to assist
them in leaving sex work and this is not for the faint-hearted. There has been
an attempt to have conversations with sentencers about why women who
have been abused and fallen into the sex trade life are sent to prison in the first
place. It’s hard to have this conversation without being accused of interfering
with the independence of the judiciary, but women are sometimes sent to
prison for their ‘own good’ and that is the last place they should be sent for
their ‘own good’. There is still a long way to go, but I want to applaud and
encourage the efforts that have been made to ensure that these women are
assisted and encouraged to turn their lives around, to develop self-confidence
and self-esteem and to make their children proud of them. It doesn’t seem
very much to some of us, but it means everything to others and it makes them
better neighbours and citizens and that is in everyone’s interests.
About two years ago I was listening to Woman’s Hour and heard my name
mentioned; two women were discussing having gone through a program I
had recommended concerning the Women’s Centre regime. These women
said that initially, when they began the paper work that asked about their selfesteem, their goals and ambitions, their relationship with their children etc
they had thought the whole thing to be ‘rubbish’ and the whole process was
‘ridiculous’ , but they stuck with it because it was easier than being in prison.
The women then went on to talk about what they had done at the Centre,
how they had discussed debt, seen different ways of talking to their children,
and been encouraged and stimulated throughout. One of these women
was working and another one was studying and both had accommodation.
They were then asked “What happened to those forms you filled in, those
assessments you filled in which you both thought were rubbish?” One said it
was on the door of the fridge and the other said it was on her bedroom wall
and I think that says it all.
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Who Does What To Whom?
Gender and Domestic Violence and
Perpetrators
By Professor Marianne Hester, University of Bristol
Gender is not just about women, gender is about men and women. It is about
understanding what is going on in terms of the positions of men and women,
so we do need to look at both. However, here this paper will focus primarily
on women’s position, but with the understanding that it is only one half of
the coin.
A source of constant questions over recent years is the subject of gender and
domestic violence perpetrators. Some of the questions can be quite meaty:
What direction is domestic violence going in? Is it about men and women
being violent to each other? Or is it more unidirectional? Michael P. Johnson,
an eminent Professor of Sociology from the United States makes the point
that there is more than one type of intimate partner violence, and that they
differ quite dramatically in their dynamics, their development and their
consequences (Johnson 2008). He proposed the term ‘intimate terrorism’
(IT) to mean that which one might envisage as the heavy end of domestic
violence involving coercion, control, and inducing fear. This is the type of
violence that we know that women’s refuges deal with a lot. He also proposed
‘common couple violence (CCV) to denote situational violence, this idea that
both partners are violent to one another. A key question this raises is that if
both partners are violent to each other, then are women really the majority
of victims? What about male victims? Are men and women using violence
in the same or in different ways? Are there different impacts? These are the
underlying questions which are much debated, and which underpin questions
about provision of services for male victims. These are very important
questions.
I have undertaken a series of research studies, since 2000, looking into what
happens to domestic violence cases in the criminal justice system, which
entailed the detailed tracking of cases. As part of this, I looked very closely
at gender and, specifically, the extent to which there were similarities and
differences when it was women or men who were victims or perpetrators. I
was concerned to address whether there are differences or specificities that
we need to think about in terms of gender and domestic violence victims and
13

perpetrators. These are important for feeding into ongoing debates about the
kinds of services required for those who experience domestic violence.
Domestic violence poses a challenge for criminal justice: domestic violence
is a pattern of behaviours over time and the criminal system is designed to
focus much more on incidents. All of the issues around arrests, charges, and
convictions, at least in the UK, link into particular events rather than patterns
over time. There are some European jurisdictions which are able to link up
events over time much more effectively than the UK does. Indeed, we only
really do this with stalking right now. But we do need to think more about
‘course of conduct’ as an issue in domestic violence, in the way that it is
considered in some other crimes.
In my earlier studies, I tracked a large sample of cases for up to three years
(N=692). As domestic violence is a pattern that emerges over time, I was
looking at what happens with the same individuals, and patterns of incidents
over an extended time period. One of the reoccurring patterns found in
these earlier studies was that male perpetrators appear again in the domestic
violence database, sometimes with another woman victim. Approximately
every five to six perpetrators appear again with another woman as the victim,
so we can quite clearly see serial perpetration.
In the earlier sample, I looked at whether there were just women perpetrators.
I started with the 692 cases, among which there were 58 cases where women
were the sole perpetrator. These cases were tracked over a six year time
period to see whether these people appeared again. In fact, many of the 58
women perpetrators fell out of that sample of sole perpetrators because they
became dual perpetrators in that their male partner appeared as a perpetrator
at another time. So I ended up with a sample of 32 women in heterosexual
relationships, plus one lesbian couple. There were a much larger number of
sole male perpetrators and I took a random sample of 32 of these cases, so
I could compare directly with the 32 sole women perpetrator cases. I also
selected a random sample of 32 dual perpetrator cases in order to compare
across the categories. Thus, I ended up with 96 heterosexual cases with 128
perpetrators; and amongst them they had 581 incidents recorded on the police
database over the six year period of study.
This is a unique study. This type of research has not been conducted in the
UK or anywhere else before as it requires a great deal of resources to track
cases all the way through the criminal justice system. However, this type of
study is very useful and important as it allows us to properly compare what is
14

going on with men and women who are defined by the criminal justice system
as domestic violence perpetrators.
The findings show that there is a large difference between what the male
perpetrators are doing compared to what the female perpetrators are doing.
With male perpetrators, and specifically the sole male perpetrators, there is
a much clearer pattern of ‘intimate terrorism’– inducing fear, harassment,
damaging the women’s belongings, using more severe physical violence in
an on-going way, threatening to kill etc.. An interesting finding in this study
was that police recorded verbal abuse instances much more often when men
were the perpetrators. The women, by contrast, were much more likely to use
weapons, more likely to damage themselves or their own property rather than
the property of others or their partner, but less likely to use severe physical
violence. There is clearly a significant difference between how the sexes use
violence or the way the police see and record how they are using it.
This difference in men’s use of violence as much more severe is also reflected
in the number of incidents recorded. Of the 581 incidents officially recorded
for the 128 perpetrators over the six year study period, women have much
fewer incidents of domestic violence recorded by the police. Nearly two
thirds of the women perpetrators have only one incident recorded, with the
highest being a rather unusual eight. The men, by contrast, are the other way
around. They have multiple incidents recorded; 83 per cent had two or more
incidents recorded over the six year period, with one man on the database 52
times. From these statistics, we clearly get the sense of more frequent and
more severe perpetration recorded by the police for men than for women.
It is important to note that if we look at dual perpetrator cases as two separate
instances, we jump from 181 to 400, so there are a lot of cases within the dual
perpetrator categorized cases. These cases are much more chaotic, involve
alcohol more often, and are much more difficult for the police to deal with.
However, in looking at the overall picture, we see sole women perpetrators
with one or two incidents, with only three of the 32 women having between
three and eight incidents. Whereas male perpetrators tend to have higher
numbers, with dual perpetrating males ranging between 25 and 52 incidents
recorded. The dual perpetrating males are particularly prolific, with 330 of
the 400 incidents recorded.
Focusing a little closer on the women perpetrators, as they have been
historically underrepresented, we see that they are recorded as using a lot
of verbal abuse and a much higher rate of police recorded suspicion of
15

mental health problems or other illnesses than among male perpetrators.
An interesting find in this research, related to Baroness Corston’s report on
the use of the sentence of prison for a woman’s ‘own good’ is that female
perpetrators are disproportionately more likely to be arrested. Women were
typically arrested every three incidents, whereas men were only arrested on
average every 11. The male sole perpetrators are much more in the image
of Professor Johnson’s ‘intimate terrorist’ , inducing fear, threatening,
controlling, and coercing more frequently and more severely as indicated
in police records. It is important to note that the police record whether the
perpetrator is inducing fear if they suspect it is an aspect of the violence; and
very few women perpetrators are recorded as inducing fear in the way that it
is recorded for male perpetrators.
As an example, one of the most severe domestic violence cases involved Mr
and Mrs Silver, an elderly couple in their seventies. Mr Silver rings the police
saying that his wife has a brain tumour, but his family is worried about him
and told him to contact the police and so he calls and asks for help. Once the
police get involved they find out that Mrs Silver has pushed Mr Silver down
the stairs and he has broken his arm, she makes him sleep on the kitchen floor
and she is using alcohol heavily. The police then arrest Mrs Silver for highlevel assault and grievous bodily harm with intent, and she is placed on the
risk register as ‘high-risk’. The police suggest that Mr Silver should move
out. So he moves around the corner to his daughter, but then moves back in
again as he is worried about what is happening with his wife. The police then
get involved again a couple of times, and they decide that they must contact
adult social care services and the family doctor to see if they are aware of this
couple. The family doctor says ‘No, she’s just drinking rather a lot’ and adult
mental health services say ‘No, we haven’t really got any link in to this case’.
So the whole issue of the brain tumour disappears from the record, and is not
mentioned in what is happening with the police and criminal justice. Nothing
happens for a while, or rather the police do not hear anything. Then, when
the police are reviewing their risk assessments, they contact Mr Silver who
says that his wife is in a hospice for the terminally ill. But the police decide
to keep her at high-risk since she has been charged with a high level assault.
But then a little later, the family contact the police to say that she has died.
At this stage, Mrs Silver continued to be high-risk, she had been arrested and
charged with a serious offence. When she died from the brain tumour, Mrs
Silver was also the most dangerous woman in the database.
What is particularly interesting is how men deal with violence by women. An
example of an abusive relationship with a heavy drinking female perpetrator
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is that of Mr and Mrs Teal. Mrs Teal had been drinking while her and her
husband were out and proceeded to continue to drink upon arriving home.
When workmen came to the house in the morning Mrs Teal was still up
drinking, at which point she became verbally abusive to her husband when
he suggested she go into another room. Mrs Teal went for a kitchen knife
during the argument, causing Mr Teal to remove all of the knives and call the
police, who took Mrs Teal away to ‘dry out’. On another occasion, Mrs Teal
became abusive after drinking so Mr Teal slept in the car on the driveway
outside to get away from the situation. This is where the situation seems to
differ from a male perpetrator situation; Mr Teal seems to be managing his
partner’s violence in a way that does not include an enormous amount of fear.
A woman as a victim is unlikely to go and sleep in the car if she is terrified
of the violence that is going on around her. Mr Teal’s actions do not suggest
the same level of fear.
Another key difference between men and women is the willingness to call the
police. Women tend to involve the police more to manage men’s violence.
But also where women are perpetrators, they are more likely to ring the
police to say ‘I stabbed him.’
With regards to police involvement, arrest patterns differ for both male
and female sole perpetrators, but are also complicated with dual partner
perpetrators. The key question where both partners are perpetrators is ‘who
is the main perpetrator?’ In the ACPO guidance in England the police are
expected to look for a primary aggressor, they are not expected or likely
to arrest both partners at the same time. Dual perpetrator partners may be
arrested at different times in different incidents, but rarely at the same time
for the same instance. This begs the question as to if there is one who is the
aggressor more than the other? If the woman is seen as the primary aggressor
then she is three times more likely to be arrested than the man. The police
seem more willing to arrest the women, even if the violence seems less
intensive or less severe than that typically carried out by male perpetrators.
The most serious cases involve women assaulting men with the use of
weapons. But at the same time, there is an underlying pattern that emerges
over the six year study period in that men are more often recorded by police
as the primary aggressor and women recorded as using violence more as a
self-protective or retaliation measure in the dual perpetrator cases. Regarding
arrest, breach of the peace is one of the most common grounds for arrests in
domestic violence cases as it is a useful way of containing, getting an arrest,
and being able to remove the perpetrator without needing a higher level of
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criminal offence. Women tend to be arrested for the lowest levels of common
assault. But looking at the very highest level of assault – grievous bodily
harm – there is a much higher proportion of women. So looking at the arrest
statistics, once might get the impression that women are responsible for much
higher levels of violence. Male perpetrators are the ones with threats to kill
and doing more of the criminal damage, but it is the female perpetrators that
make use of weapons which results in arrest for grievous bodily harm or at
least intent.
The data over the six year period show how the police are getting better at
handling and processing domestic violence cases. The case of Mr and Mrs
Yellow, which occurred towards the end of the six year period, is a good
example of this. This particular couple have a long history of violence. The
police do not get involved initially, but eventually do so when neighbours
call them in. They then realise that Mr Yellow has been violent towards Mrs
Yellow for quite some time, but Mrs Yellow is increasingly protecting herself
and developing ways of dealing with the violence that are becoming more
and more dangerous towards Mr Yellow in return. In this instance, although
the police mark Mr Yellow as the instigator, Mrs Yellow has escalated to
such acts of violence as pouring boiling water over Mr Yellow and stabbing
him, which puts her actions as much more dangerous and potentially more
at the criminal level than Mr Yellow’s abuse. However, instead of arresting
Mrs Yellow for high level assault, the police work with the couple on safety
planning and get Mrs Yellow linked into women’s services for support. In
this case, the police have changed how they work within domestic violence
contexts by looking at the overall pattern of violence rather than just as a
series of isolated instances.
Another issue that comes through is dealing with age, as we will see in the
example of Mr and Mrs Blue, in their sixties and forties respectively. In the
beginning of the six year period Mr Blue is recorded by the police as the
primary aggressor, as he is the one that police are constantly being called in to
deal with. When Mr Blue comes home drunk, Mrs Blue will call the police to
help her handle his violence and take him away if need be – she develops this
as a management technique for Mr Blue’s violence and perfects it over time.
Mrs Blue is getting better at containing Mr Blue’s violence, such as locking
him out so he can’t get in if he’s drunk. She also gets him to move out of the
house, but he moves in again. By the end of the six year study, Mr Blue has
become more fragile with age and the police begin to see a reversal of roles
in Mrs Blue’s behaviour, with her becoming more controlling in relation to
Mr Blue. Eventually, it is Mr Blue who is calling the police when he’s locked
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out in the cold, without proper clothing and no shoes on. Although the police
understand that Mrs Blue is doing this to protect herself, her behaviour is
increasingly becoming relatively abusive towards Mr Blue, and the issue then
becomes how to handle the situation if one party becomes more vulnerable
in the relationship.
In conclusion, we can see a difference between how men and women use
violence. Though women use a wider range of behaviours, they seldom seem
to be invoking the same level of fear and control in a relationship that male
perpetrators do. Women will use violence in self-defence, and the police
frequently describe women as having a mental illness or being extremely
alcoholic. It is much more akin to what Ellen Pence, the co- founder of the
Domestic Abuse Intervention Project in Duluth, and Shamita Dasgupta have
spoken about as pathological violence, with its links to mental illness, rather
than the ‘intimate terrorism’ that Michael Johnson talks about.
There is also the problem with our incident-based criminal justice system,
which is why the women end up with much greater likelihood of arrests than
then men. If you look at each incident separately instead of linking them up
and not looking at the underlying pattern of primary aggression, then women
end up disproportionately arrested and punished in that way. Getting back
to my original question, is domestic violence uni- or bi-directional we can
see that in the underlying pattern of primary aggressors doemstic violence
is mostly uni-directional, in the sense that there are underlying patterns of
primary aggressors. Both men and women are using violence, but it tends to
be more from men to women, with male perpetrators acting with ‘intimate
terrorism’ and female perpetrators with pathological violence. Are women
the majority of victims? Well yes. Are men the majority of perpetrators?
Well yes. Although men are also victims, they do not necessarily experience
the same level of fear and it is not the same context as that which women
experience as victims. Men and women can experience the use of violence
in similar ways, but there is actually a lot of difference ultimately in terms of
power, fear, and control.
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Southall Black Sisters and Honour
Based Violence
By Pragna Patel
This paper will draw on over 30 years of work that Southall Black Sisters
(SBS) has done in order to examine key themes and patterns that emerge in
providing protection to women and children, and in particular how honourbased violence manifests itself in the cases that come to the attention of SBS.
First is the case of Shafilea Ahmed, a young Pakistani girl whose decomposed
body was found in a suitcase in Cumbria in 2003, which will be examined
as an honour killing. Shafilea’s parents were eventually charged with her
murder in 2010, and the trial was concluded at Chester Crown Court in
2012. Her parents were found guilty, but both continued to deny having any
part in her death. No one who followed the testimony of Shafilea’s sister,
Aleisha Ahmed, can have failed to have found the descriptions of the events
harrowing. On Aleisha’s account, her parent’s killed her sister by suffocating
her, although prior to killing her they subjected her to considerable control
and abuse. The reason, according to Aleisha, was that Shafilea chose to
adopt a so-called ‘western lifestyle’. She wore short sleeved t-shirts, and
trousers on occasions and, importantly, she refused an arranged marriage her
parent’s had planned whilst on a trip to Pakistan in 2003. The hypocrisy and
double standards of South Asian family values are laid bare in this tragic
example of how the very powerful twin concepts of honour and shame take
precedent over the life of a daughter. Perhaps the most chilling illustration of
this is the endorsement of the murder by Shafilea’s 13 year old brother who,
immediately following the killing, is alleged to have said “she deserved it”.
So called ‘honour killings’ are indefensible wherever they occur. As many
feminist organisations, including SBS, have often proclaimed in campaign
slogans: ‘there is no honour in such violence, only shame.’
In the last decade or so, honour based violence and forced marriage have both
received considerable media attention across the UK and Europe, but despite
often intense debate and discussion there is no clear picture of the extent of
the problem. It is said that the problem is widespread and rising, and that
what we know is only the ‘tip of the iceberg’. The Metropolitan Police in
London state that there are approximately 12 cases of honour killings a year.
Statistics obtained by the Iranian and Kurdish Women Rights Organisations
(IKRO) under the Freedom of Information Act showed that in 2010, a total of
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2,823 incidents including threats, abductions, acid attacks, beatings, forced
marriage, mutilation and murder were reported across England and Wales.
The thirty nine police forces that responded to the IKRO inquiry show that
the reports detailing numbers of crimes planned and carried out by families or
communities went up approximately 57 per cent in just one year.
There must be a note of caution in relation to these statistics however,
as it is unclear how many are cases of domestic violence in migrant
communities and how many are directly related to honour killings. The
work done at SBS suggests that many cases of violence against women in
South Asian communities are actually being collapsed into the category of
honour crimes. This is primarily due to the term ‘honour based violence’
being misunderstood and misapplied mainly because the term honour based
violence is misunderstood and misapplied. Why does the categorization
matter? A lack of accurate information is worrying because mis-information
can inform regressive policy approaches to migrant communities as a whole.
Despite the seriousness of the issue it is easy to tie the matter to social
policies and practices that can construct entire migrant communities as
‘problematic.’ Unfortunately, honour based violence and the related issue of
forced marriage have become symbolic of all that is deemed to be ‘wrong’
with minority communities. The issues are often linked to dubious state
responses in the UK and across Europe that reject the more positive aspects
of multiculturalism in favour of cohesion and integration. This is an approach
which primarily advocates strict and draconian immigration controls as the
main means by which to counter the problem of violence against women in
minority communities. There is a need to locate honour based violence within
a continuum of violence against women and a human rights framework;
otherwise it will only be seen as symptomatic of malfunctioning cultures.
In practice this translates to culturally relativist approaches and to racist
constructions of minorities within which the notion of culture and its link to
violence against women is attributed only to minority populations. Instead,
honour based violence should be seen as a violation of women’s human rights
so that it can lead to a more informed understanding of gender based violence.
The concept of honour is, of course, not specific to any community or
country. However, honour can have specific cultural manifestations within
different contexts and, in some societies, is utilised to perpetrate, and then
mask, violence against women. Honour is embedded in the very structures
of patriarchal power and privilege and maintaining honour is justified in the
name of religion and culture. It is pervasive in many minority communities,
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irrespective of religion, caste or class, and it is closely linked to the regulation
of female sexuality which is seen to fundamentally reside in the bodies of
women. This is because women are considered to be the main carriers and
reproducers of their culture and religion and, therefore, main upholders of
the honour of their family and their wider kinship or community groups.
If they deviate from their roles as dutiful wives, mothers and daughters-inlaw, irrespective of their circumstances, they are deemed to have brought
dishonour and shame, not only upon their families but their entire kinship
group as well.
What constitutes dishonour? Actions that can bring dishonour involve
women associating with male friends, having a boyfriend outside of their
caste, ethnic and religious groups, attending college or going to work without
permission, violating dress codes, choosing one’s own marriage partner,
seeking a divorce, engaging in extra marital or pre-marital sexual activity
and failure to conform in other ways to community values and norms.
What actions can reclaim or restore honour? Honour can be restituted through
either modification of transgressive behaviour, for example, accepting a
forced marriage or the erasure of the carrier of the dishonour, for example, by
killing the offender. The honour code thus reflects and contributes to socially
legitimated constructions of gender norms that shape and reflect behaviours;
they are not separate from them.
Women who attend the centre at SBS have to challenge, on a daily basis,
violent and abusive and degrading practices towards them which include
female genital mutilation, forced marriage, honour killings, and polygamy.
Their experiences show that culture and religion are indistinguishable in
practice and are employed to impose and justify control over women’s bodies,
sexuality, emotions, decisions and actions. This constriction prevents women
from expressing their own free will and from enjoying their fundamental
freedoms and human rights, including the right to choice in marriage and
sexuality. However, honour based violence must be differentiated from other
forms of domestic violence that also occur within the framework of collective
family structures and communities, which admittedly can be difficult to do.
Although in all gender based violence cases honour is a frequent motif, not
all cases can be classified as honour - based violence or honour crimes.
First, there are a small number of cases where honour operates primarily
as a motivating factor for violence or murder. These cases can be properly
termed ‘honour crimes’ since the emphasis is on the purported restoration
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of honour through violence, threats and/or intimidation. The elimination
of the offending women or young girl (or in some cases young men) is the
only way that a family or community feels that it can restore its honour.
Therefore, honour restitution depends on violence. There are some key
aspects or features of honour based violence that keep recurring in these
kinds of cases. The first concerns specific gender relations that problematize
and control women’s behaviour; shaping and controlling their sexuality in
particular. Second, is the role of women in policing and monitoring other
women’s behaviour, so that it is not only about individual men controlling
the lives of individual women, but is also about community norms and forms
of control. These circumstances can also be applied to male behaviour in
certain contexts; for example, in Pakistan there is a particular form of honour
killing where both the man and the woman are killed if they are involved
in an illicit relationship. Third, is the collective decision-making process
regarding punishments or the upholding of actions considered appropriate
for transgressors and; fourth, the potential for women to participate directly
in the killings. Women will often monitor and carry out surveillance, or are
party to decisions to kill their own daughters or other women and may even
be involved in the act of killing. An example is the case of Shafilea Ahmed,
although her mother denied involvement. Another example is the case of
Rukhsana Naz; a Pakistani British woman who was pregnant when she was
killed by her mother and brother. They were both convicted of her murder
in 1999 but her mother justified the killing by saying it was her ‘kismet’,
meaning her fate.
The fifth repetitive thread in honour-based violence is the ability to reclaim
honour through enforced compliance or killings. A classic example is the
case of Heshu Yones in 2002. Heshu was a 16 year old Iraqi Kurdish girl who
was murdered by her father Abdullah Yones for having a Lebanese Christian
boyfriend. The case was widely reported by the media for the first time in
the UK (and correctly so) as an honour killing. In all of the cases so far
mentioned – Shafilea Ahmed, Rukhsana Naz and Heshu Yones – restoration
of honour through murder is a key feature.
The sixth and final feature within honour based violence is the state sanction
of such killings through recognition of honour as motivation and mitigation.
This is more clearly evident in certain countries, where the very laws of the
state condone honour as a motivation and reflect it in mitigation. However,
even in some European countries, through a combination of wanting to be
culturally and religiously sensitive, we can see how honour is accommodated
in mitigation. An example of this is the case of Shabir Hussain, who killed his
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sister-in-law and cousin, Tasleem Begum, in 1995 by repeatedly driving his
car over her, as she waited for her lover at a bus stop. Shabir was angry and
felt that Tasleem was bringing shame and dishonour on the wider family. At
his trial, he argued that culture should be taken into account and that he and his
family were the real victims because their honour had been besmirched. He
successfully pleaded manslaughter on the grounds of provocation, and when
a retrial was ordered, following an initial murder conviction, his sentence
was cut to six and a half years. In this case, the community response was also
significant. The Bradford Asian community didn’t explicitly condemn the
killing as seen by the response from the Bradford Central Mosque, reported
in the newspapers:
‘Religious leaders at Bradford’s central mosque said they did
not condone the killing, but pointed out that ‘according to the
Koran, killing this woman was correct’. A shroud of secrecy
descended. Many knew the answers to police questions, but no
one told. It was as though the pavement in Lepage Street, close
to the supermarket where Tasleem worked had opened up and
swallowed her whole…’
Similarly, in Rukhsana Naz’s case, her relatives also tried to argue family
honour as a cultural defence at their trial and pleaded for a more lenient
sentence. And again, in Heshu Yones’ case, her father tried to argue that
he had been absolutely destroyed by the way in which she had ruined the
honour of the family. During the sentencing stage at his trial, the judge made
sympathetic comments reflecting father’s feelings of being shamed …
There is another aspect of state response to these killings: indifference or fear
of cultural sensitivity. The case of Banaz Mahmod in particular highlights the
problem of state indifference. Banaz, an Iraqi Kurdish woman, was only 19
years old when she died. Banaz was given in arranged marriage to a member
of her own ethnic group at age 17; the marriage broke down due violence
and rape, and Banaz returned to her family home. Whilst seeking a divorce
she fell in love with Rahmat Sulemani, an Iranian Kurdish man. In April
2006 she was reported missing by Rahmat, and her body was later found
in a suitcase buried in her family home. Her father had refused to allow her
to marry Rahmat because he was not from the same ethnic group. Prior to
her death, Banaz had reported threats to her life on four separate occasions,
including an attempt on her life by her father; she even named the suspects
who were eventually charged and convicted of her murder. Those responsible
for Banaz’s death include her uncle, a powerful community leader, her
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father and other members of the Iraqi Kurdish community within the UK.
Another two men, who had fled the UK, were later extradited from Iraq and
convicted of her murder. The four reported occasions of violence were missed
opportunities, as far as the police are concerned.
The above mentioned cases show how honour is used as a motivating factor for
violence; in order to restore the family honour the women are killed. There is,
however, another set of cases where honour acts more as a constraining factor
preventing a woman’s escape. This is the other end of the scale where honour
is invoked as a silencing mechanism to prevent woman from exiting from
violent and abusive relationships - these cases should not be termed honour
crimes. They are actually domestic violence cases, though no less serious
because they too can lead to murder. One high profile example of this is the
case of Kiranjit Ahluwalia, a battered woman who killed her abusive partner.
She spoke about how she internalised the concept of honour, which made it
very difficult for her to leave what was a violent and abusive relationship.1
This internalisation of honour can be paired with the issue of suicide because
the internalisation of honour restrains women, prevents them from seeing that
they have exit options, and causes them to feel that they have no choice but to
kill themselves to escape – and many do. The rate of suicide amongst South
Asian woman in the UK is up to three times the national average. In some
cases that come to SBS, there are instances involving suicide where women
are made to drink poisonous or toxic substances, and are encouraged to take
their own life.
1

Kiranjit Ahluwalia set fire to her husband Deepak in May 1989 after suffering abuse and
brutality for 10 years. She was charged with murder and imprisoned for life. SBS worked
with a legal team to reopen the case and, in September 1991, Kiranjit was given leave to
appeal on the basis of new evidence concerning her experiences of domestic violence and
its impact on battered women and on the basis that the trial judge had misdirected the jury
on the criminal law of provocation. At her appeal hearing, Kiranjit’s barristers put forward
new defences of provocation and diminished responsibility. Although the Court of Appeal
rejected the grounds of provocation as a basis of her appeal, nevertheless it accepted that
the defence of provocation, and in particular the requirement of a ‘sudden and temporary
loss of self control’ had been traditionally interpreted in ways which excluded the
experiences of battered women. It recognised the notion of cumulative provocation and
also accepted that as a matter of law, the time lapse between an act of provocation and the
fatal act need not be construed as a cooling-off period. Instead, the Court accepted that
the time lapse could be seen as a ‘boiling over’ period and as a factual matter that could
be left to the jury to determine. Kiranjit won her appeal on the grounds of diminished
responsibility based on new psychiatric evidence of her long standing depression due to
her experiences of iolence and abuse. A retrial was ordered, at which, the Crown accepted
her plea of manslaughter on the basis of diminished responsibility and she was sentenced
to three years and four months imprisonment, exactly the time she had already served.
Kiranjit therefore walked out of Court a free woman.
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Thus far, we have examined cases where the honour motif runs through cases
of honour-based violence and domestic violence. I now turn to the key features
of suspect behaviour in honour-based violence cases. Primarily, these are: an
intense fear of losing control; intense feelings of shame and humiliation over
the perceived damage to their honour. Inevitably, there are often prior histories
of forced marriage, domestic abuse, controlling behaviour and attempts to kill.
The suspects are often relatives, but not always; they can also be members
of the community. There is often a high level of premeditation, which can
include taking the woman abroad to countries where the perpetrators feel that
they can kill and get away with it, because state machinery of enforcement
and protection is far weaker or sometimes non-existent.
Another feature of suspect behaviour is luring their victims to their death. It is
very common for family members to lure victims to remote areas where they
are not likely to escape in order to kill them. There is also a use of community
social networks to track women, hiring hit men to commit crimes, or the
misuse of Missing Person reporting procedures in order to find a runaway
woman, and finally, the use of honour as a plea in mitigation.
There needs to be better strategies for dealing with honour-based violence but
to do this we need to gather better and more accurate data. In order to more
effectively deal with the consequences of this kind of crime, there needs to
be a more accurate account of the reality, which is missing at the moment.
Secondly, we require a consistent police and criminal justice response, both
vertically and horizontally, across the country. Thirdly, there is the need for
specialist services for black and ethnic minority women. There is little point
in raising awareness and having strategies in place if there is nowhere for
these woman to go where they are understood and there are no alternatives
to being dependent on family for housing and financial support Fourthly,
there is a need for an intersectional analysis to honour-based violence which
includes looking at how violence against women intersects with other strands
of discrimination to increase vulnerability. For example, the intersection of
honour-based violence or violence against women with immigration and
asylum matters - where the lack of an immigration status can be an obstacle
to exit from an abusive relationship. Finally, we need to locate honour based
violence within an integrated strategy on violence against women and within
a human rights frame work.
One note of caution is the use of faith based approaches to the problem. Faith
based organisations operate within a religious framework which can be highly
discriminatory against women and sexual minorities. They often reinforce,
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rather than challenge, unequal gender roles in the name of safeguarding
religious and family values. Faith organisations need to be interrogated on
their equality agenda especially in respect of children, women and sexual
minorities and beware the emphasis on reconciliation and mediation in
family cases since they are usually undertaken without any reference to risk
assessments and women’s right to choice and self determination.
Lastly, education and training for statutory agencies including schools, is a
huge area in need of attention. Gender equality work has to start in schools;
we need to embed gender equality within the school curriculum and not to
compartmentalise the issue. We need more monitoring of school attendance,
and withdrawal of parental choice concerning sex education as this is where
a lot of young teenagers are going to learn about to stay safe, how to report
abuse, and how to be confident. Within this framework, we also need to
examine the ways in which gender relations and unequal gender relations are
taught and presented in schools.
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The Rise of Female Imprisonment in
Scotland
By Michele Burman, University of Glasgow and Gill
McIvor, University of Stirling
Introduction
Offending by women differs in a number of important ways from offending
by men: it is less common, less frequent and less serious (Burman 2004;
McIvor 2007; Gelb 2010; Schwartz and Steffensmeier 2007)). Women are
typically convicted of relatively minor crimes that pose less public risk and,
because they are usually convicted of offences that are less serious than
those committed by men, they are less likely than men to receive custodial
sentences. However, female imprisonment has increased dramatically
in many western jurisdictions over the last 15-20 years as evidenced by
significant increases in the numbers given sentences of imprisonment, in
daily female prison populations, and in the rate of imprisonment of women
(McIvor 2010). Indeed, in many countries, including Australia, England and
Wales, New Zealand, Scotland and the US, the female prison population
has increased at a faster rate than the male prison population in recent years
(Walmsley 2012).
Women in prison have been identified as a ‘particular problem’ in Scottish
penal discourse from the late 1980s onwards (Burman and Batchelor 2009).
Initially, this was due to concern about a perceived increase in the number
of women, and particularly young women, appearing before the courts
and a questioning of the appropriateness of sentencing and the availability
of appropriate interventions for female offenders (Dobash and Gutteridge
1986). But then in the 1990s, following seven tragic suicides at HMPYOI
Cornton Vale, mostly involving young women on remand, a review of the
use of custody and alternative community disposals for female offenders was
commissioned by the then Scottish Executive. This led, in 1998, to the report
A Safer Way which emphasised the predominantly minor nature of female
offending and drew attention to the social and psychological characteristics
of women in prison in Scotland (i.e. problematic family relationships, lack
of education and employment, s histories of abuse and violence, low selfesteem, mental health difficulties, substance misuse and self-harm) (Social
Work Services and Prisons Inspectorates for Scotland 1998: 13). Importantly,
the report also drew attention to the socio-economic conditions which shape
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much female offending, and listed the ways in which poverty and inequality
constrain opportunity, access to health, social and welfare services, and the
emotional effects of such deprivation upon women and their families (ibid:
14). A key objective of A Safer Way was a reduction in the imprisonment
of women from 170 (in 1998) to no more than 100 prisoners; however, the
number of custodial sentences imposed on females actually increased from
950 in 1998 to 1,048 in 1999, and the average daily female prison population
increased to 212 in 1999, at that time the highest figure ever recorded. There
was a 21 per cent increase in custodial sentences for females aged under 21
years, and a 12 per cent increase in the use of custody for women aged 21-30
(compared with a five percent rise in the use of custody for men of the same
age group) (Scottish Executive 2000).
Following A Safer Way, an Inter-Agency Forum (IAF) on Women Offenders
produced recommendations aimed at keeping women out of prison, where
possible, and improving the conditions for those who were, by necessity,
detained. Amongst these was the creation of ‘Time Out’ centres to provide
a wide range of residential and non-residential support services for women,
enabling them to get ‘time out’ of their normal (chaotic) environment without
resorting to ‘time in’ custody, where many of them were being placed (Loucks
et al 2006: 1). A Ministerial Group on Women Offenders (MGWO) with a
remit to build on the work done by the IAF, was charged with implementing
a package of measures designed to reduce significantly the number of women
held in custody. The MGWO produced A Better Way in 2002 by which time
another two women had committed suicide in Cornton Vale. A Better Way
reiterated many of the concerns of A Safer Way, once more questioning the
appropriateness of prison, and concluding that the existing system for dealing
with women who offend was not working effectively (Scottish Executive
2002a). It identified three key problem areas: the number of short sentences,
the number of women in prison for fine default, and the number of women
on remand. By 2002, female sentenced receptions into prison continued to
rise, as did the average daily female prison population, which showed an
increase of 17 percent over the previous year (Scottish Executive 2002b). A
Better Way advocated that greater emphasis be placed upon alleviating the
social circumstances that lead some women to offend, intervening early to
ensure that women’s needs could be met without recourse to imprisonment,
promoting the use of the full range of community disposals, and shifting
the penal culture away from punishment and towards rehabilitation and
‘treatment’ (2002a: 38).
Despite policy and practice efforts to reduce the use of imprisonment, the
numbers of women sentenced to prison have continued to rise. The average
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daily female prison population in Scotland more than doubled between 19992000 and 2008-09 from 210 to 413, against a comparative increase of the
male population of around 25 per cent (Scottish Government 2011). Females
remanded to custody also more than doubled over the same period (from
1176 to 2338), as did the number of adult women received into prison under
direct sentence (from 458 to 906). In addition, the average length of custodial
sentences imposed on women also increased, from 228 days in 1999-2000 to
271 days in 2008-09 (McIvor and Burman 2011).
In Scotland, as in other jurisdictions, there have also been steady
increases in male imprisonment, though the rise in custody rates has been
disproportionately higher for women than for men. What is less clear is what
has driven this increase, particularly since it does not appear to have been
solely – if at all - a reaction to increases in the frequency or the seriousness
of female crime. The growth in female imprisonment is of particular concern
given the well documented impact of imprisonment on vulnerable women
and their children (Murray, 2007; Robertson 2007) and in light of Scottish
policy initiatives to reduce the use of short custodial sentences.
Against this backdrop of the dramatic rise in numbers of imprisoned women,
and with an aim of informing the Commission for Women Offenders, we
undertook research which explored the factors driving the increase in female
imprisonment in Scotland (McIvor and Burman 2011). Specifically, we sought
to explore whether this increase is a result of increasing numbers of women
getting involved in crime, increasing participation in more serious crime, or
changes in the pattern of prosecution and sentencing decision making. The
focus was on changes in the number and characteristics of women processed
through the criminal justice system without attempting comparisons with
trends for male offenders.
Drawing upon statistical data provided by the police, Crown Office and
Procurator Fiscal Service (COPFS) and the Scottish Government, in what
follows we provide an analysis of trends over time, numbers of detected
crime involving women, referrals to prosecution and their outcomes, and
sentencing outcomes. Changes in the numbers and characteristics of women
in prison are also examined. With the exception of police data, trends were
analysed overall and by age group. What follows is essentially a statistical
analysis of administrative data, which is extremely limited in the level of
contextual information it can convey. Nonetheless, this provides a good
picture of responses to female offending.
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Trends in detected crime
In order to explore whether the increase in women’s imprisonment in Scotland
is a result of more women being arrested, information on numbers of women
arrested or detained by police over a 10 year period (1999/2000 to 2009/2010)
were obtained from five of the (then) eight Scottish police forces: Central
Scotland Police, Tayside Police, Fife Constabulary, Strathclyde Police and
Dumfries and Galloway Constabulary. Because arrest data is not routinely
disaggregated by gender, the data obtained relates to numbers of detected
crimes which involve females, rather than numbers of females involved in
detected crime. As Table 1 shows, whilst there was some variation in the
level of detail provided in terms of time period and crime categories, taken
together the data demonstrated no overall significant change in detected
crime involving women over the period.
Figure 1: Total recorded crimes and offences involving female
offenders, by 4 Forces (Crime Groups 1-7; 1999-2010)*
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*: Zero returns from Tayside on Crime Groups 6 and 7

There were variations across force areas- for example, Strathclyde Police and
Fife Constabulary saw a slight increase in numbers of crime and offences
involving women between 1999-2000 and 2004-05, but this trend decreased
in subsequent years. Despite some high profile announcements about the rise
of violent females in Scotland (Burman and Batchelor 2009), the total number
of non-sexual crimes of violence by women has remained remarkably stable
since 2001. Overall, the numbers of detected crime involving women has
decreased, but with some changes in certain crime and offence categories.
For example, both crimes of dishonesty and motoring offences involving
women showed an overall decrease, although with a small spike from 20062007 onwards, which can be largely attributed to increases in shoplifting. The
categories of ‘Other’ Crimes, which include drugs offences, and Miscellaneous
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Offences, which include minor assault, public drunkenness and breach of the
peace, both show an increase, which is attributable mainly to a slight increase
in offences involving drug-possession and a larger increase in minor assaults
and breaches of the peace.
The police data provide little evidence of an increase in the amount of detected
crime committed by women over the ten year period, although there has been
some variation in the patterns of offences, with increases in minor assaults
and breaches of the peace and decreases in property crimes and motoring
offences. These data provide no evidence that women are committing more
crime or that the seriousness of women’s crime has increased: if anything, it
would appear that an increasing proportion of female crime is attributable to
women’s involvement in relatively minor miscellaneous offences.
Trends in the prosecution of women
To investigate whether the increase in women’s imprisonment is a result of
more women being reported to the COPFS and more women being prosecuted
as a result, we analysed a sample of first marking decision information for the
period 2002 – 2010. Given the resource implications of providing data for all
women referred over that period, a dip sample of first marking decisions in
March and September each year was provided to enable us to assess changes
over time in the numbers of women reported by the police to COPFS and in
the patterns of first marking decisions. Resource constraints also meant that it
was not possible for data to be stratified by area, which would have permitted
more detailed regional analyses.
Nor, given the number and specificity of offence categories under which
offences are recorded by COPFS was it possible for data to be disaggregated
by offence type, preventing an examination of whether there were changes
in the types of offences for which women were reported and in the marking
decisions for particular categories of offence.
In addition to enabling an analysis of overall trends, cases were also
categorised by age to explore whether there were differences in the numbers
referred and case outcomes for women of different ages. The data indicated
that, apart from a slight increase between 2003-05, which may reflect the
introduction of the new Scottish Crime Recording Standard,2 overall numbers
of women reported to COPFS remained relatively stable.
2
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Under the new Scottish Crime Recording Standard introduced for the 2004/05 financial
year, the recording of crime in Scotland became victim led, meaning that reported
incidents were more likely to be recorded as crimes, especially in the case of minor
offences such as vandalism.

However, there are interesting differences in the data for different age groups.
While the numbers of women aged 21-40 years of age remained relatively
steady, there has been a steady decrease in the numbers of young women
under 21 years of age and a corresponding increase in the numbers of those
aged over 40 years reported to COPFS
When cases are reported to COPFS, a decision is taken whether to prosecute
the offender in court, offer a direct measure or take no further action. Figure
2 shows the outcome of first marking decisions
Figure 2: Number of women and first marking outcome
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More detailed analysis of the data indicates that there has been a reduction
over time in the numbers of women marked for prosecution in the district and
sheriff courts under summary proceedings (with the decrease in the former
being particularly marked), while the numbers marked for prosecution
under solemn proceedings have fluctuated from year to year but have been
uniformly low. The most dramatic increase is in the number of fixed penalties
issued which rose from 319 in 2002/3 to 1440 in 2009/10, constituting 3.5 per
cent and 13.9 per cent of marking outcomes respectively. Overall however,
across all age groups, there has been a decrease in the number and proportion
of women whose cases were marked for court since 2002-03 onwards. This
downward trend has coincided with a steady increase in the use of direct
measures since 2004-05 reflecting changes introduced by Summary Justice
Reform
The data provided by COPFS are broadly consistent with the police data
insofar as there is no evidence of an increase in the numbers of women
reported to the COPFS over the period examined. Overall, there has been
a decrease in the numbers and percentages of reports on women marked for
prosecution in court – and an increased use of direct measures - suggesting
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that the continuing growth in female imprisonment in Scotland cannot be
attributed to an increase in female prosecutions.
Prevalence of female convictions
The COPFS data did not provide details of the specific offences with
which women had been charged. To assess whether the increase in female
imprisonment might be attributable to women’s increasing involvement in
more serious offences, we examined data on the prevalence of convictions
and the sentencing of women with a charge proved in Scottish Courts.
Figure 3: Female persons with a charge proved per 1000 population
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As Figure 3 shows, although the number of women with a charge proved
per 1,000 population increased between 2001/2 and 2003/4, it has remained
relatively stable since at a level similar to or lower than that during most
of the previous decade. There is little evidence of a change in prevalence
of convictions among young women under 21 years of age, with the most
marked change occurring in respect of those aged between 31 and 40 years
between 2001/2 and 2003/4. Generally speaking, however, (and apart from
a rise in prevalence among young women between 2006 and 2008), since
2003/4 the prevalence of female convictions has remained stable or has
decreased.
Overall, the numbers of women convicted of offences increased between 2001
and 2004-05 before levelling off, whilst those convicted of crimes increased
slightly overall. The pattern differs, however, by age. Among women under
21 years of age, for example, numbers of convictions remained relatively
stable overall, although with an increase in convictions for offences, with
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a gradual reduction in convictions for crimes. Amongst those aged 21-30
years, the numbers convicted of crimes remained relatively steady while
offence convictions convicted of offences increased between 2001 and
2004/05 before decreasing again. The most dramatic change has been among
those aged 30 years and over, where the numbers convicted increased quite
dramatically between 2001 and 2004/05 and has remained relatively stable
since. However, although the percentage of women convicted of crimes (as
opposed to offences) increased between 2003 and 2008/09, it was slightly
lower (at 38% per cent) in 2008/09 than it was in 1999 (42%).
Turning to the specific types of crimes and offences, women were most likely
to have been convicted of miscellaneous offences (mostly common assaults
and breaches of the peace), motor vehicle offences and crimes of dishonesty
(principally shoplifting). Numbers convicted of crimes of dishonesty have
decreased steadily since 1999 and these crimes, accounted for less than one
fifth of women convicted (18 per cent in 2008-9) compared with more than
one quarter (27 per cent) in 1999. There has, however, been a steady increase
since 2001 in the numbers convicted of ‘other crimes’, with this mostly
reflecting increasing numbers of women convicted of crimes involving drugs
and crimes against public justice (which includes perjury, resisting arrest, bail
offences (other than absconding or re-offending) and wasting police time).
Again, however, a different pattern emerges when the data are broken down
by age. Among young women under 21, there has been a sharp increase in
convictions for miscellaneous offences (though this decreased from a peak
in 2006-7) and slight but proportionate increases in numbers convicted of
crimes against public justice and vandalism. There has also been a striking
decrease in the numbers of young women convicted of crimes of dishonesty:
these now account for only 14 per cent of women with a charge proved,
compared with 35 per cent in 1999.
The age group 21-30 years saw a slight reduction in convictions for crimes
of dishonesty, whilst those convicted of ‘other’ crimes has risen steadily.
A broadly similar pattern is found among women aged 30 and over, with
two important differences: first, the level of convictions for property crime
is much lower overall among this age group; and second, there has been
a relatively large increase in those convicted of motor vehicle offences,
including convictions for drunk/drug driving which increased by almost fourfifths (78 per cent) between 1999 and 2008/09.
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Trends in sentencing of women
The preceding analysis suggests that any changes over time in the numbers of
women convicted in Scotland are largely attributable to women’s involvement
in offences as opposed to crimes. Overall, statistical data indicate that the
majority of female offending has typically not been of a serious nature and
this remains the case. Here we consider how the sentences imposed by
Scottish Courts have changed since 1999.
As Figure 4 shows, for women generally there has been a steady increase
in the numbers receiving custodial sentences and community sentences and
‘other’ sentences. The numbers given financial penalties has fluctuated but
showing a downward trend
Figure 4: Women (all ages) with a charge proven by main penalty
(excluding financial penalty) 1999-2008/09
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Source: Scottish Government (2010) Criminal Proceedings in Scottish Courts, 2008-09

There are differences across the age groups. Numbers of young women
under 21 given custodial sentences have deceased, while the numbers given
community sentences and other disposals have increased. For those aged
30 years and over, the proportionate use of fines decreased and the use of
imprisonment and community sentences increased proportionately more than
for other age groups of women.
Further analysis of sentencing by age and offence type suggests that courts
have become less likely to imprison young women under 21 years of age
who are convicted of property offences but more likely to imprison those
convicted of crimes against public justice. Among women aged 21 years and
older, the courts have become more likely to impose custodial sentences for
crimes against public justice, drug crimes and public order offences (common
assaults and breaches of the peace). In addition, custodial sentences are
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increasingly likely to be imposed upon women over 30 years who have been
convicted of shoplifting and other theft.
The annual number of female receptions into prison has grown steadily since
1999 and reached a peak in 2008-9. The growth is attributable to an increased
number of female custodial remands (as has also been witnessed in a number
of other jurisdictions) and an increase in the number of adult women received
into prison under direct sentence, both of which have doubled since 1999.
By contrast, there has been a decrease in the numbers of young offenders
received under direct sentence and in the number of women (all ages) given
custodial sentences for fine default.3
In summary, the data suggest that the courts are increasingly more likely to
imprison for crimes against public justice, regardless of the age of the offender.
This may also partly explain the marked growth in the use of custodial
remands. However there is little evidence that the courts are becoming more
punitive towards young women (and, in the case of shoplifting and other
theft there is evidence of increased leniency), but clear evidence that the
sentencing of older women is becoming increasingly punitive across a wider
range of offences. It is not clear from the existing data why this should be the
case, though one possibility is that there has been an increase in the number
of women sentenced who are repeat offenders - although this data was not
available to us.
Women in prison
As Figure 5 shows, there has been a steady increase in the average daily
female prison population since 1999, with the average numbers of female
remand prisoners (both untried and convicted awaiting sentence) and adult
sentenced female prisoners rising steadily. In terms of remand, the analysis
indicated that there has been a steady increase in the average daily remand
population (both untried and convicted awaiting sentence) over the last 10
years, from 54 in 1999-2000 to 133 in 2008-09, yet on average, only thirty
per cent of those remanded go on to receive a custodial sentence (McIvor and
Burman 2011).

3

This is likely to be as a result of the introduction in 2007 of mandatory supervised
attendance orders as an alternative to custody for default on a fine (up to £500). The
overall number of female prison receptions in 2008-09 would have been even higher in the
absence of this legislated provision.
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Figure 5: Average daily female population in penal establishments by
type of custody 1999-2009
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Once again however age profile is important. There has been an overall
decline in receptions of young women under 21 years received into prison
under direct sentence (from 25% in 1999 to 12% in 2008-09), while the
greatest proportionate increases have been among the older age groups.
Between 1999 and 2008-9 the number of receptions of women aged between
21-30 years increased by 54%; for those aged 31-40, it increased by 167%;
for those aged 41-50 it increased by 242%,and; for those aged 51 and over,
by 312%. Although it is recognised that these percentages are based on very
low numbers, it is nonetheless consistent with an emerging pattern in which
the growth in female imprisonment can be attributed in the main to the
imprisonment of older women
As well as the number of sentenced female receptions having increased,
there has been a steady increase in the average length of custodial sentences
imposed (from 228 days in 1999 to 271 in 2008-09). The expansion of the
female sentenced population has not been uniformly distributed across
different sentence lengths. There has been a decline in the number of
sentences of up to three months, but a considerable increase in the numbers
sentenced to between six months and up to two years (where the number of
receptions increased from 187 to 394 or 111% between 1999 and 2008-9).,
followed by those serving sentences of between two and up to four years.
These data suggest that not only are there more women in custody, but they
are, on average, serving longer sentences. Moreover, an increase in sentence
lengths will also contribute to an increase in the average daily population,
because women thus sentenced will remain in custody for longer periods of
time.
There has been an increase since 1999 in the number of women given
custodial sentences for non-sexual crimes of violence, drug related crimes
and miscellaneous offences (principally common assault and breach of the
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peace). Since 2004-5 there has, however, been a reduction in the numbers
of women in prison sentenced for crimes of dishonesty. Proportionately
fewer women are in prison as a result of having been convicted of offences
of dishonesty while proportionately more have been imprisoned for nonsexual crimes of violence, ‘other’ crimes (principally drug crimes) and
miscellaneous offences. This is broadly consistent with changes over time
we have previously identified in the types of offences for which women have
received a custodial sentence.
Conclusions
Overall the findings of this research suggest no evidence of increasing
participation of women in crime; the police data showed that the number
of recorded crimes involving females remained relatively stable over the
period. The research also shows that women continue to commit relatively
minor crimes, with the total number of recorded crimes of violence involving
females remaining remarkably stable, although there have been some
changes in the pattern of offences committed by women, with increases in
minor assaults and breaches of the peace. Similarly, there was no evidence
of an increase in the numbers of women prosecuted; indeed the COPFS data
revealed a decrease in the number and proportion of women whose cases
were marked for court since 2002-03 onwards, and this downward trend has
coincided with a steady increase in the use of direct measures since 2004-05.
There is little evidence that overall female convictions in Scotland have
increased significantly. For the most part, increases in numbers of women
with a charge proven have been in relation to offences, while increase in
some types of crimes (crimes against public justice and drugs) have been
accompanied by decreases in women’s involvement in other types of crime
(dishonesty). The changing pattern of female convictions clearly warrants
explanation, though it is only possible to speculate as to the underlying
reasons. It would, however, be consistent with an increase in alcohol related
offending among women of all ages and an increase in drug-related offending
among older women, offset by reductions in economically motivated property
crime. There is also evidence from other jurisdictions, however, that apparent
increases in minor violent offences among women may reflect changes in
policing more than changes in women’s behaviour per se (see, for example,
Bloom et al 2004; Chesney-Lind and Pasko 2004).
Importantly, the analysis showed steady increases in the number and
proportion of women receiving custodial, community and ‘other’ sentences
while the proportion given financial penalties has decreased. These trends
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are particularly salient for women over 30. It appears that the courts have
become less likely to imprison young women under 21 years of age convicted
of property offences but more likely to imprison those convicted of crimes
against public justice. Amongst women aged 21 years and older, the courts
have become more likely to impose custodial sentences for crimes against
public justice, drug-related crimes and public order offences such as common
assaults and breaches of the peace. In addition, custodial sentences are
increasingly likely to be imposed upon women over 30 years of age convicted
of shoplifting and other theft. Taken together, these data suggest that the
proportionate use of custodial sentences has increased in response to crimes
against public justice, regardless of the age of the offender. Otherwise, there
is little evidence that the courts are becoming more punitive towards young
women aged under 21, but clear evidence of greater use of custody for older
women across a wide range of offences.
In conclusion, our analyses suggest that the growth in the female prison
population is more likely attributed to the increasing use of custodial
sentences by courts than any changes in the pattern of female offending. The
sentencing of women poses considerable challenges, yet it is clear that this
is a key driver in imprisonment rates and it suggests the need for further
investigation. The reason for the increase in more punitive sentencing of
women (which, published data suggest has also occurred, though to a lesser
degree, in respect of men) is not immediately obvious. One possibility is
that there has been an increase in the number of women sentenced who are
repeat offenders and whose previous convictions are resulting in them being
dealt with more severely by the courts. Further research might usefully focus
on whether there have, indeed been changes in criminal histories of women
appearing before the courts which might account, at least in part, for this
worrying ‘punitive turn’.
The full report on which this paper is based is available at www.sccjr.ac.uk/
pubs
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So What ARE We Doing About Girls?
By Linda Robb, Centre for Youth and Criminal Justice,
University of Strathclyde
This is Mary’s Story – but it could be Heather or Jean or……

Mary’s mother and father originally met when they were both accommodated
in the same local authority care home as teenagers. Both had come from chaotic
family backgrounds, Mary’s mother having been the victim of physical and
sexual abuse and neglect, and her father having been out with parental control
and involved in offending behaviour.
Mary is the younger of two siblings. At the time of Mary’s birth, her mother
was heavily involved in drugs and alcohol misuse, had several periods of
hospitalisation due to mental health difficulties and Mary’s older brother had
been placed on the child protection register by the local authority under the
category of physical neglect. Mary’s father also had an alcohol problem, was
a prolific offender including crimes of violence, and had spent several periods
in custody. Despite attempts by the local authority to support the family, Mary
and her brother were accommodated and placed in foster care.
The foster care placement became difficult to sustain and Mary was then
accommodated in a variety of care placements including moves to a number
of different children’s units.
Mary’s brother likewise had multiple placement moves and spent a period in
secure care and subsequently a Young Offenders Institution.
Mary was eventually placed in secure care after a period of absconding,
sometimes being missing for long periods, and accumulating a lengthy list of
charges mainly for acquisitive crimes. There was also concern that Mary was
putting herself at risk sexually as she had formed a relationship with an older
man who was a known drug user and it was suspected that she may have been
funding his habit through prostitution. Mary had also been observed by staff
in the children’s units to be regularly under the influence of substances.
Mary spent six months in secure care where she participated in the regime and
the interventions and programmes provided by the unit, albeit superficially.
She presented throughout her stay as very needy and emotionally unstable.
The exit plan was for Mary to move on to supported accommodation,
however, she did not engage with the placement or any of the other supports
offered and slept in various “friends” houses. Mary’s father and brother had
made contact while she was in secure care and on release she became involved
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with them in offending behaviour, mainly shoplifting. A new boyfriend was
also in Mary’s life and their relationship was described as volatile. He had a
history of offending and violence in previous relationships resulting in one
serious conviction.
Mary resumed using drugs and alcohol, continued to offend and accumulated
over 40 charges, mainly for shoplifting and Breach of the Peace. She was
remanded into custody and served several short sentences thereafter for a
number of offences, breaches of bail and non-payment of fines. During this
period Mary’s presentation continued to deteriorate as she moved in and out
of prison to unsuitable and unstable accommodation in the community.
Mary became pregnant ………

The Vulnerable Girls and Young Women’s Champions Group - Taking
Stock
In 2012 a small scale scoping study Taking Stock of Alternatives to Secure
Accommodation or Custody for Girls and Young Women in Scotland,
(Mitchell, Roesch-Marsh and Robb, 2012), reported on existing knowledge
about girls and young women at risk of secure care or custody in Scotland.
The impetus for the study came from the work of the Vulnerable Girls and
Young Women’s Champions Group and the profiling exercise undertaken in
an attempt to obtain a better understanding of the needs and vulnerabilities
of girls and young women involved in, or on the periphery of, the youth
justice system. The Champions Group, which reports directly to the Scottish
Government led National Youth Justice Strategy Group, has been welcomed
as an important contributor to the discussion of the place of girls and young
women in youth justice services (Burman and Batchelor 2009), and aims to
inform the development of appropriate and effective strategies and to promote
best practice in working with girls and young women. The Champions
Group was established as a direct response to practitioners and managers in
the field about those young women with complex needs and high levels of
vulnerability, and it raised a number of issues including:
•

The proportionally high numbers of girls and young women in secure
placements due to welfare and vulnerability grounds as opposed to
offending behaviour

•

A culture of risk aversion particularly in community based interventions
for girls and young women leading to secure placement decisions by
Children’s Hearings
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•

A gap in skills and partnership working with high levels of
vulnerability in girls and young women and the ability to meet their
needs, particularly in respect of mental health, while managing risks
in the community

•

A lack of acknowledgement that girls and young women require
different methods and approaches to interventions than boys and
young men and adult female offenders

•

Difficulties in transition from secure care and custody back into
the community including lack of support services and appropriate
accommodation

•

Existence of pockets of good practice across Scotland but no
mechanism to evaluate, share, or develop this.

The primary objective of the Champions Group is ‘to give a strong voice
to vulnerable girls and young women in the development of policies which
affect their lives and to influence changes in systems, cultures and practices
which can improve their experiences and promote better life chances’. A
number of key priorities and activities have been identified including:
•

stakeholder engagement in a scoping study to assess the need for a
nationally commissioned resource for girls and young women who
display serious emotional behavioural or mental health problems

•

monitoring and application of outcome tools within secure
accommodation and other targeted services

•

training and support activities for practitioners

•

a consultation exercise combined with a media project to explore
the experiences of girls and young women who are currently or have
previously been in secure care or custody

•

a ‘one stop shop’ to bring together statistical information, research,
practice tools and other resources for practitioners working with high
risk girls and young women

However, the big question remains: “Why are we locking up girls and young
women who are not a risk to members of the public?”
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Girls and Young Women in the Youth and Adult Justice Systems
The numbers of both girls and boys referred to the Children’s Reporter
decreased by 20% in 2011/12 from the previous year. While the numbers
referred on care and protection grounds remained almost equal, boys
continued to make up a significant majority (74%) of children referred on
offence grounds. The most common ages for children to be referred to the
Reporter are 14 and 15 years.
In 2011/12 1,335 children were jointly reported to the Reporter and the
Procurator Fiscal on 2,447 referrals. Of those joint reports where the
Procurator Fiscal had made a decision, 55% of cases were subsequently
referred to the Reporter. The number of cases jointly reported has decreased
for the last seven years (SCRA 2013).
Over the same period, Scotland had a total of 92 secure beds (excluding
emergency beds), the occupancy rate ranging from 74 to 93. Despite
accounting for only a quarter of offence referrals to the Reporter, girls
consistently occupied approximately one third of the secure estate (Scottish
Government 2013).
A study undertaken by SCRA of secure authorisations made by Children’s
Hearings in 2009/10 showed 57% in respect of boys compared to 43% for
girls. Clear gender differences were identified in why Hearings decided to
make secure authorisations:
•

“Girls tended to present a high risk to themselves, particularly due to
sexually risky behaviour

•

Boys presented risks to themselves and others, particularly due to
violence, offending and road traffic offences”

Data collected by the Champions Group in 2009/10 also indicated that only
25% of girls and young women identified as vulnerable had been involved
in offending behaviour considered to be persistent or serious. There was no
evidence that the remaining 75% were involved in offending, however, all
had been identified as vulnerable and requiring support to meet a range of
often complex needs. (Rigby, Jardine and Whyte, 2010)
On 8th May 2013 there were 24 girls in secure accommodation, only one
of whom had been sentenced by the Courts. Research relating to secure
accommodation in Scotland is limited and existing research identifies secure
care as a place for containing young people who present a risk to themselves
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and/or others. It is generally perceived as negative and punitive, questions
remain as to its impact on outcomes for young people in the immediate,
medium and longer term - it is, however, still considered by practitioners
to be a preferred option to custody. The report of the Securing our Future
Initiative published in 2009 stated that the provision of secure care should
only be a small part of a longer term response to the needs of young people.
A range of studies have shown that the characteristics and background
circumstances of young people placed in secure accommodation have a
number of common features, most often coming from family backgrounds
characterised by family breakdown, parental substance misuse and domestic
violence. Bullock et al (1998) and SCRA (2010) found evidence of chronic
unemployment, homelessness and severe financial difficulties among the
families of young people placed in secure care. Young people in the secure
estate engage in a range of, and often multiple, risky behaviours, including
absconding, alcohol and drug use, and offending. Many are disengaged or
excluded from educational provision prior to admission. Often there are also
concerns that girls and young women are at risk of sexual exploitation. The
population for whom secure care is used also have multiple and recurrent
experiences of loss, abuse and neglect, and the interventions to meet
these needs are often inadequate. A high proportion, of girls in particular,
experience mental health issues, including self-harm and suicidal behaviour
(Khan, 2010) and there is a strong link between drug and alcohol abuse and
suicidal feelings (O’Neill, 2001; Creegan, Scott and Smith, 2005).
Few studies consider gender patterns in the use and experience of secure care,
but there are some indications of a differential in the thresholds and reasons
for admission, with girls appearing to be admitted at a lower threshold and
for being a risk to themselves as opposed to a risk to others (Goldson, 2002;
Rigby et al, 2011).
Walker et al. showed that “thresholds for admission to secure accommodation
cannot be objectively determined, but rather reflect what alternative
resources are available” (2006, p114), and consecutive studies have
identified considerable variation across local authorities in how secure care
and “alternatives” are used (Walker et al 2006; Boyle et al 2008; RoeschMarsh 2011). Secure accommodation, because it is defined as provision for
children and young people who are a risk to themselves as well as others,
sits at the complex interface between needs and deeds approaches. There is
some indication that girls and young women who are identified as vulnerable
and at risk, are identified as being at risk of offending behaviour, and
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instead of being dealt with through child care systems, become caught up in
criminalising pathways (Whyte, 2009).This could be seen as girls and young
women’s needs being rebranded as criminogenic needs and risks (Worrall,
2001; Sharpe and Gelsthorpe, 2009) resulting in the “up tariffing” of girls
and young women.
In 2010-11, Scottish Government statistics report that 2,223 young women
under the age of 21 were charged with an offence, with the highest proportion
charged with miscellaneous offences, and 1% of these receiving a custodial
sentence. In 2010-11 the average daily population of young women under
21 years incarcerated in HMP Cornton Vale was 50.On 30th April 2013 there
were 5 young women under 18 years in prison despite there being vacancies
within the secure estate.
Burman and Batchelor (2009) provide an overview of findings that suggest
relationships play a key role in female offending, particularly relationships
with parents, violent partners and peers, and highlight that most girls and
young women in the criminal justice system in Scotland have been abused,
abandoned and let down by a parent. The female population involved in
offending has been shown to have higher rates of poor mental health and higher
instances of trauma, including severe and repeated sexual victimisation, than
both male prisoners and the general female population (Scottish Government,
2012).
What evidence exists of young people’s experiences of penal custody suggests
that it should be avoided when offences are minor and when young people do
not pose a risk to members of the public. This is particularly important for girls
and young women where in Scotland the provision is currently inadequate
and potentially harmful (Commission on Women Offenders, 2012).
Interventions acting as alternatives to secure care or custody for young
people include targeted family work, such as Multi-Systemic Therapy
(MST), specialist fostering, such as Multi-Dimensional Treatment Foster
Care (MTFC), close support or intensive support services such as Intensive
Support and Monitoring Services (ISMS).
“By “alternative”, we mean services that offer a “direct alternative” to
secure accommodation or prison. We ask you to differentiate between services
provided at an earlier stage to halt the development of risky or problematic
behaviour or those provided after admission to facilitate a move out of secure
accommodation or to avoid re-admission. “Alternatives” do not include the
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unplanned or continued provision of services in the absence of availability of
secure accommodation” (Taking Stock 2012)
Some services operate at an earlier intervention level whilst others are a
direct alternative or follow through from secure care or custody. Services
such as MST which uses a social-ecological approach to improve behaviour
and prevent re-offending (Tighe et al, 2012), and MTFC grounded in social
learning theory (Biehal et al, 2011), have more rigorous evaluation associated
with licensing requirements, whereas other localised studies of services are
more difficult to identify. The terminology to describe some of these services
is variable and identifying UK evaluative research is a challenge with few
comparative studies undertaken.
Increased attention should be paid to evaluating the impact of community
alternatives on outcomes for young women. Understanding experiences
and patterns in relation to gender are critical to understanding the overall
effectiveness of such interventions.
The Commission on Women Offenders
The Commission on Women Offenders report (2012) provided a
comprehensive overview of adult female offending in Scotland, and called
for radical changes both to the structure of how services are more effectively
delivered to women, and to a significant shift from custodial to community
based options. It highlighted the proportionally low numbers of female
offenders within the overall offending population and that the majority
of female offenders are engaged in lower risk offending than males, with
more women in prison for drug-related crimes, crimes against public justice
and dishonesty. A number of positive recommendations were made, the
majority of which have been accepted by the Scottish Government. It was
disappointing, however, that the Commission did not highlight the specific
needs of young women and there is a real danger that some of these needs
may be overlooked. Issues for Looked After Children in transition between
the welfare focused Children’s Hearing System and Adult Criminal Justice
system were not explored. The profile of women offenders in Scotland is
consistent with problems experienced by high risk girls in terms of poor health,
abuse (physical, sexual and emotional), substance misuse, mental health and
victimisation. Was this a missed opportunity to consider a comprehensive
strategy for work in improving earlier and more effective interventions for
girls and in the transition between children’s and adult systems?
HMP Cornton Vale was viewed by the Commission as ‘unfit for purpose’
and a number of recommendations were made to improve prison services,
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including that those serving short sentences and on remand should be held in
local prisons. How can we be confident that young women, as a very small
minority within the overall prison population, will receive the supports and
services they require?
Will conditions of unpaid work or electronic monitoring have an impact on
young women who offend being able to remain in the community? There
has historically been a poor take up of unpaid work by women due to issues
associated with child care and as a result of chaotic lifestyles, and evaluations
of ISMS services (Boyle et al 2008) have shown that young women have
lower rates of compliance with electronic monitoring than young men.
Bail conditions are dependent on securing an appropriate bail address. Many
high risk and vulnerable young women are transient in their movements
across a spectrum of accommodation and homelessness due to a lack of
appropriate and sustainable options.
The Commission also stated that their recommendations will also be of
benefit to male offenders, so how can we ensure that young women are not
once more lost in a system designed for adult males?
What Works for Girls and Young Women – Informing Practice
Three issues in particular stand out as necessary to address and adequately
resource in effective work with girls and young women:
•

the impact of experiences of sexual abuse

•

the use of alcohol and drugs to deal with past experiences and trauma

•

recognition and treatment of mental health problems

A number of concerns exist about current provision for girls and young
women: Early intervention approaches are not always available or responsive
to immediate needs and risks. Girls’ difficulties are not always easy to
recognise as they tend to internalise their problems and they may not manifest
themselves until a much later stage. There is a lack of access to services
focused on treatment and recovery for children and young people who have
experienced sexual abuse, an issue that is particularly pertinent to girls
and young women at risk of secure care or custody who have much higher
experiences of all forms of abuse that the rest of the female population. Some
approaches to risk assessment and decision making appear to result in less
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tolerance and lower thresholds for girls and young women who are admitted
to secure care. In some actuarial assessment tools, high levels of need can
elevate scores to become high risk in terms of responses and interventions.
There is also still a marked difference in societal attitudes towards girls and
boys in that girls are still perceived to be in greater need of moral protection,
due in part to their risk taking behaviours.
The implications of the current nature of secure care provision, with young
people placed together, presenting a wide spectrum of needs and risks and in
mixed gender institutions, is unsatisfactory. The lack of quality and continuity
of aftercare for those moved on from secure care without which investment
and progress achieved by young people is unlikely to be sustained. A lack of
accessible and responsive mental health support, both at an early intervention
and a critical stage. Existing CAMHS services do not work with young people
with chaotic lifestyles who have major behavioural and other conduct issues
as a result of their life experiences. This affects girls and young women most
often as they present higher rates of depression, post-traumatic stress disorder
and generally poorer mental and emotional health. A lack of access to gender
and age appropriate alcohol and drug treatment, particularly in relation to
the use of substances as a means of self- medication. Existing services are
primarily based on adult models of treatment.
The paucity of accessible and meaningful educational and training
opportunities available to girls and young women while in secure care,
custody or supported by community alternatives. A lack of appropriate
accommodation options which can provide a safe, sustainable and stable base
for girls and young women both in the short and longer term.
There are a number of ways in which practice and service development could
be strengthened to improve outcomes for girls and young women: Increasing
awareness of gender issues with all who directly or indirectly provide services
or are involved in service commission and design, and a commitment to
developing more gender focused responses to high risk.
Increasing awareness of trauma and developing trauma-informed practice
which takes account of the trauma, avoids triggering the trauma, supports
girls and young women’s coping capacity and allows them to manage their
symptoms. Increasing awareness of the effects of experiences of sexual
abuse, understanding girls and young women’s behaviour in light of such
experiences, and helping practitioners to feel more confident and skilled in
this area of work. Increasing the awareness and capacity of practitioners
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to recognise mental health problems and be able to access appropriate
treatment and support. Increasing awareness of the nature of alcohol and drug
dependency, particularly in relation to self-medication, and what is effective
for girls and young women in treatment and recovery. Increasing awareness
that girls and young women require responses which offer continuity over
time, and a holistic, person-centred relational approach to sustain positive
change
Concluding Remarks
Understanding gender must be at the heart of practice with all young people
at risk of entering secure care or custody and in the development of credible
alternatives. There are a number of opportunities that remain to be realised
which could provide a more in-depth understanding about what is happening
for young women and what may be effective in meeting their needs and
ultimately improving long term outcomes and life opportunities. National
statistics produced for Scotland could be strengthened by explicit reporting
on gender patterns and clearer data on authorisations, implementation and
admission to secure care and direct alternatives.
Practice knowledge would be strengthened by a systematic and qualititive
appraisal of the mental health needs of high risk girls and young women;
further research with young women on their experiences of secure care,
custody or alternatives; gender focused evaluations of programmes and
approaches to understand what works and in what context; and exploration of
relationship based approaches to working with girls and young women, and
their effectiveness in supporting change.
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Can the social construction of crime be understood without
considering the power relationships generated by social
division?
By Caitlin Gormley, University of Glasgow
Nowhere is justice more important – in theory and practice –
than in capitalist society.
Quinney (1977: 6)
The new deviancy theory and radical criminology attempted t
o bring the study of crime and disorder out of the intellectual ghetto
in which positivism had placed it.
Young (1988: 161)
It is without doubt that the transitional social, economic and political
conditions of the period pertaining to the late 1960s and early 1970s in
Britain penetrated the modes of measuring, understanding and dealings
with all aspects of social life; and criminological debate was no exception
to this (see for example: Young, 1988; Box, 1987). Cultural and social
movements directly responding to mounting economic and political debate
rendered visible what can only be described as a plethora of differing modes
of understanding the social world. This illustrated the effect of hegemonic
ideological governance, particularly in terms of the study and dealings of
crime, deviance and control: ‘the political context of the emergence of radical
criminology was, of course, the emergence of the New Left in the late 1960’s
and early 1970’s’ (Young, 1988; 167).
Along with his peers - Ian Taylor and Paul Walton – Jock Young sought
to create a ‘fully social’ theory to understand how specific acts along with
certain groups and individuals come to be ‘deviant’ and to comprehend the
procedures which are currently in place to criminalise and why these exist
(Taylor et al, 1973). Until this point, positivist criminology had reigned and
only the wind of social, cultural and political change elsewhere in society
drew attention to the query that this was perhaps an outdated approach. Taylor
et al suggested that the post-war Welfare State was at this point, ‘surplus to
requirement’ and that it maintained that the social deviant was the ‘untamed
underside of bourgeois society’: the ‘lumpenproletariat that would play no
decisive role in the class struggle’ (Marx, 2009; Taylor et al, 1973: xii-xiii
[emphasis in original]). The radicalisation of criminological traditions broke
away from the prevalence of orthodox criminological inquiry, which at this
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point concerned itself with seeking to discover the ‘aetiological crisis’ of
crime as something inert within the accused - be it biological, physiological
or psychological:
Radical criminology confronted the [aforementioned] aetiological
crisis in a dramatic fashion. It deemed that there was no rise in crime…
Crime was, after all, ubiquitous. The rich engaged in crime just as
much as the poor, they were simply too powerful to be apprehended.
Young (1988: 167)
This paper attempts to critically dissect the power paradigm, as generated
by social division, to gauge to what extent this has an effect on the social
construction of crime. Initially it will consider the concept of criminalisation
alongside social constructivism in terms of the two-headed coin of power
relations; primarily that of ideological hegemony and conventional control
mechanisms and, secondly, the alternate of this; that which C. Wright Mills
refers to as ‘the power elite’ and differential control mechanisms (Mills,
1956). The latter part of this paper will critically address the powerful effect of
social reaction and social cohesion, with a particular regard to demonisation
and moral panics, with the aim to contrast the divergent uses of power within
our social world and the extent of their effect on the social construction of
crime.
Criminalisation and the Hegemonic Construction of Criminal and
Deviant Behaviour
Deviance is not a quality that lies in behaviour itself, but in the
interaction between the person who commits an act and those who
respond to it. Becker (1963: 14)
Radical Criminologists were concerned with the interconnectedness of
crime and capitalist society and sought to uncover the roots of criminal
activity deep within modern social, capitalist-governed, life: the history
of all hitherto existing societies is the history of class struggles (Marx and
Engels, 2005: 6). It is important to maintain that one of the central tenets of
radical criminology was the concern with existing knowledge about crime
and deviance, namely the fact that what we do know comes from official
statistics which Young claims ‘revolve around the palpable inadequacy of
official statistics based on crimes known to the police with their unknown
dark figure’ (Young, 1988: 178). According to radical criminologists, as
a public audience, we are continually manipulated by the political use of
statistics as a means to ignite fear of crime and spur techniques of proactively
avoiding victimisation; most people accept the ‘official view’ (Box 1983: 25).
This type of subjectivity is also resonated in Michel Foucault’s intellectual
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advocacy for the mechanisms of governmentality, particularly with regard to
social constructivism; he explained that those in powerful positions have the
ability to impart knowledge which can then be widely distributed amidst the
masses and that this is a particularly powerful exercise:
We should admit that power produces knowledge; that power and
knowledge directly imply one another; that there is no power relation
without the correlative constitution of a field of knowledge, or any
knowledge that does not presuppose and constitute at the same time
power relations. Foucault (1991: 27-28)
Pertinent to radical criminological theories of crime and deviance is the
anomaly of the criminalisation process, namely owing to ideological
hegemony within capitalist societies; the ruling class make rules, pass laws
and sensitise society to normative forms of behaviour in their own interest
(see Taylor et al., 1973; Becker, 1956; Elias, 2000). Moreover, Mills states
that ‘the power elite is composed of men whose positions enable them to
transcend the ordinary environments of ordinary men and women; they are in
positions to make decisions having major consequences’ (1956: 3). The ruling
class are thus able to make use of their location within the social hierarchy
to circulate knowledge in the form of social constructions regarding crime
and deviance. The transmission of knowledge can be manipulated by those
in power; criminality and deviant behaviour can be sanctioned through the
use of power relationships, as decreed by the interests of the ruling classes,
leading to the social construction of crime. Criminal and deviant behaviour
then become a means of social control within the capitalist regime; those in
power can create a moral panic to then establish social order through crime
and the control of crime – police targeting of ‘muggers’ in Britain in the 1970’s
to stipulate a visible social problem with a visible and swift response, in order
to re-establish order and trust with a weary population (Hall et al., 1981). This
concept of obtaining control of social order through the demonisation of a
particular behaviour can be extended through agencies of the law protecting
the general interests of a particular class –for example the questionable use of
‘reasonable force’ and the effect of ‘kettling’ amidst the student riots across
the United Kingdom in 2011 (The Guardian, 2012):
The more economically stratified a society becomes the more it
becomes necessary for dominant groups to enforce through coercion
the norms of conduct that guarantee their supremacy. Chambliss and
Seidman (1971: 33)
However, this form of social construction of crime as determined through the
control mechanisms as a resultant factor of top-heavy power relationships
has numerous independent variables which alter the output of the sanction.
Namely present are variances in: who deems the action deviant or criminal;
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who commits this action; when this action has been committed; where it has
been committed and why. To highlight an instance of when an independent
variable has not been held constant would be the criminal sanction of
smoking in a public place and the deviant stigma which is attached to this;
some years ago this would not have been deemed so. Similarly the age-old
exemplar dichotomy of murder within war-time and peace-time and whether
this action is medal worthy or life-sentence warranting depending on context
(Clinard et al., 1986: 48). For that reason it is important to reiterate the
importance of rational choice within the context of criminal and deviant
action, and to suggest that although crime and deviance may very well be a
social construction, the decision to act accordingly lies very much within the
‘offender’, ‘deviant’ or even ‘conformist’ and that this decision can be said to
be completely independent of any external power relationships.
It is widely accepted that the radicalised tradition of criminological insight
is deeply rooted in a Marxist framework (see Taylor et al., 1973: 209). It
may be of worth, then, to consider the realism of Marx’s original theory of
worker alienation and product estrangement and, in turn, appropriating this
in the realm of the social construction of crime as governed by the power
relationships generated by social division (Marx, 1970: 107). In this instance
the social division is the hierarchy of power entrenched within the capitalist
system; namely that the worker has no power and is overwhelmed with the
sentiment that they will never fleetingly afford the product that they create nor
having any control over their daily output, this manifests within the worker
as an alien concept and estranges them from acceptable modes of making
their way in the world, said worker would then, naturally, seek control in
another manner from their mundane, powerless reality (ibid.: 111). Consider
this infusion of the subjectivity of external power relationships alongside
‘Edgework’ – a well-known cultural criminological study – whereby humans
feel so powerless in their everyday lives that an equilibrium ensues in that
they feel they must create a situation where control is lost so that they can
feel the power of re-establishing control to thereby neutralise the situation;
for example a skydive, a bank robbery or illicit drug use (Lyng, 2004).
Viewing subjective power relationships in terms of the above control
equilibrium reiterates radicalised criminological traditions in that it is indeed
a breakaway from orthodox criminology and seeks to place the aetiology of
crime out-with the inert nature of the individual and, rather, locate it within
the wider social conditions to which we are constantly subjected. Deviant
behaviour exists in all levels of society; it is not confounded only to the
lower, powerless, classes and, as Becker, stated:
It is easily observable that different groups judge different things
to be deviant… Social groups create deviance by making the rules
whose infraction constitutes deviance, and by applying those rules to
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particular people and labelling them as outsiders. From this point
of view it is not a quality of the act a person commits, but rather a
consequence of the application by others of rules and sanctions to an
‘offender’.Becker (1963: 4 [emphasis in the original])
Furthermore, Emile Durkheim believed that the phenomenon of crime is
best understood in the wider social context and indicated that crime is a
normal, inevitable, social fact which serves a dual function within a ‘healthy’
society; it is useful in that it prevents a society from stagnating, forcing it
to constantly adapt to meet its ever-increasing needs, as well as providing a
‘boundary maintenance function’ to reinforce the preordained sentiment of
the conscience collective (Durkheim, 1982: 99; Tierney, 1996: 87). He also,
famously, suggested that deviant behaviour would continue to penetrate social
life even in a society of saints (Durkheim, 1982: 99). This can be interpreted
to understand that crime and deviance do exist throughout the hierarchy of
society; the upper classes engage in crime just as much as their lower class
counterparts, they are perhaps just more capable of avoiding apprehension
through their powerful role (Young, 1988: 167). Radical criminologists were
adamant to circulate this knowledge into the public domain, as it is well
known that official crime statistics – for example the British Crime Survey –
excluded statistics on corporate crimes and thus even a fraction of the picture
is not offered by those of an official capacity:
It might be prudent to compare persons who commit other serious but
under-emphasised crimes and victimising behaviours with those who
are officially portrayed as ‘our’ criminal enemies. For if the former,
compared to the latter, are indeed quite different types of people, then
maybe we should stop looking to our political authorities and criminal
justice system for protection from those beneath us in impoverished
urban neighbourhoods. Instead maybe we should look up accusingly
at our political and judicial ‘superiors’ for being or for protecting the
‘real’ culprits.
Box (1983: 3)
Radical criminology, as highlighted above, challenged the positivist approach
for its short-comings and penned it ‘essentialist’ in its very nature (Young,
1999: 97). Garland and Sparks (2000: 4) stated that ‘criminologists of all
stripes... have begun to think ‘beyond the state’’. This is particularly apparent
in the manner in which administrative criminologists are more concerned
with crime prevention rather than crime causation, a fact which seems to
be counter-productive to those of a radicalised tradition. Administrative
criminology saw crime as a social problem, rather than a social phenomenon
which needs to be explained through a ‘fully social’ theory, and pursued the
task of finding a means to manage crime rather than explore the reasoning
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behind it (Taylor et al., 1973). The ‘new’ criminology justified its position
as the alternative to orthodox criminology as if criminology were, in fact,
scientific then:
The conditions which are said to cause crime should always be
present when crime is present, and they should always be absent when
crime is absent. Furthermore, it would be useful in the control of
crime, providing it could be “applied” in much the same way that the
engineer “applies” the scientific method’.
Sutherland (1966: 77)
It would be acceptable to propose that if criminology were to act
scientifically as per positivist methods of theorising, then no alterations to
the presuppositions would be viable. Radical criminology sought to prove
that orthodox criminology was not without its short-comings, especially in
terms of the power dichotomy concerning the state’s concentration on crime
prevention rather than crime causation.
Demonisation and Social Reaction
All social groups make rules and attempt, at some times and under
some circumstances, to enforce them. Social rules define situations
and the kinds of behaviour appropriate to them, specifying some
actions as ‘right’ and forbidding others as ‘wrong’. When a rule is
enforced, the person who is supposed to have broken it may be seen as
a special kind of person, one who cannot be trusted to live by the rules
agreed on by the group. He is considered an outsider.Becker (1963: 1)
It is imperative not to deviate from the knowledge that the process of becoming
a ‘deviant’ or ‘criminal’ is the product of a predetermined social sanction of
behaviour coupled with the reaction to the display of said behaviour. In legal
and classicist terms, and highlighted by Becker above, this is deemed as the
break in the social contract that one conforms to in the balance of social
rights and responsibilities (ibid.: 124). However this is not the only means
of becoming labelled deviant, criminal, and in many cases socially excluded
from society. Until this point, this paper has been concerned with hierarchical
power relationships which are generated by stratified social divisions in terms
of the production of crime, allow us now to consider wider social relations,
the social reaction to certain behaviour and the extent to which this can be
deemed powerful in terms of the social construction of crime and deviance.
Wide and cohesive social reaction to behaviours can manifest in numerous
ways, leading to the sanction of such behaviours as deviant or criminal just,
as mentioned above, as the ruling classes can impose a label. These can be
spontaneous immediate reactions to an action, for example the London riots
of summer 2011, or can be manipulated through consistent exposure and
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problematisation of an issue, such as knife crime. The media industry can be
said to be the most powerful force in modern society as it has the means of
reaching the widest amount of people on an infallible, regular, basis:
Societies appear to be subject to periods of moral panic. A condition,
episode, person or group of persons emerges to become defined as
a threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in a
stylised and stereotypical fashion by the mass media … [the condition]
deteriorates and becomes more visible.Cohen (2002: 1)
Continuing with the aforementioned case of knife crime, it is not necessarily
the case that the statistical nature of knife crime has exploded in recent years
as the media have reported. Perhaps it would be closer to the truth to state that
knife crime has been a social problem for a very long time, but our exposure
to the effects, our awareness of the reality, and our comprehension of the
immediacy of the act has changed. According to official government statistics,
the total number of Offensive Weapons Crimes recorded throughout the 8
Scottish police forces was 8,070 for the period 2000-2001 while the figure
for this was 7,042 in 2009-2010 – these offences include: Possession of an
Offensive Weapon; Restriction of an Offensive Weapon; Having in a Public
Place an Article with a Blade or Point (Scottish Government, 2012). Radical
criminologists’ dubiousness regarding the evident limitations of official
statistics aside, the media and political amplification of this issue would have
us believe that there is an endemic problem within our ‘sick society’, full of
what our own Prime Minister refers to as ‘feral youth’, as this act becomes
demonised within society and those who commit this act become folk devils
(The Guardian, 2012; The Telegraph, 2012; Cohen, 2002).
The rise of crime was largely epiphenomenal: it was a social
construction produced by increased police time, less tolerant courts
and a moral panic of the public swelled up by the mass media.Young
(1988: 168)
Thus the aforementioned idea of state control of deviance resurfaces as the
ubiquitous means to impose ruling class ideologies upon the rest of society: the
ruling class, owners and regulators of mass media and politics could be said
to be largely coterminous (Mills, 1956: 3). Media and political amplification
of acts which turn individual criminals or deviants into scapegoats as a means
to desist others from the repetition of the act through fear – of punishment or
social extradition – can be seen as but another exercise of power generated
by social divisions in the quest to create social constructions about crime.
This is evident in the case of the convicted Lockerbie bomber, Abdelbaset Ali
al-Megrahi, being referred to as a ‘convenient scapegoat’ amidst the political
ambivalence which arose regarding who actually committed this heinous
crime (BBC, 2012). Incidentally, Cohen notes that:
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Calling something a ‘moral panic’ does not imply that this something
does not exist or happened at all and that reaction is based on fantasy,
hysteria, delusion and illusion or being duped by the powerful.(Cohen,
2002: viii)
The new perspectives offered by the radicalised traditions propel us to
maintain the knowledge that the ruling classes do just that: rule in order to
circulate their rules and predisposed normative behaviours to wider society
and, in turn, to sustain these norms through the agencies of control which are
at their dispersal (see Mills, 1956: 4). This, within itself, is also the problem of
radical criminology – it too, in a sense, could be defined as being essentialist
in its tunnel-vision-like quest to place the ‘fully social’ cause of crime as the
product of capitalism. It could be stated that the radicals create an Orwelian
conspiracy theory regarding the upper classes in their powerful ivory towers
– creating rules and norms to be adhered to, and not necessarily acting within
the law, or acceptable normative standards, themselves (Taylor et al., 1973;
Orwell, 2004).
The radicalised theories of criminology do not explain all forms of crime and
deviance; they do not offer an explanation for variance or differentiability in
the nature or patterning of deviant or criminal behaviours; they do not suggest
a means to deal with the consequences of the process of criminalisation nor
the burden upon the justice system (see Quinney, 1980:41; Scraton and
Chadwick: 1991). Radicalised criminological thought does, however, succeed
in intellectually imparting an accusation on the structure of society and the
problems that this poses and attempts to relocate peripheral criminality
to the foreground alongside that which we are sensitised to. The social
construction of crime is, indeed, affected by all that is social and although the
radicals would argue that all that is social is so due to the capitalist mode of
production, it must be argued that power relationships do exist independently
of capitalism and these relationships still have an effect on the construction
of crime and deviance. When seeking a ‘fully social’ aetiology of crime
and deviance, it is imperative to critically explore the interplay of all types
of power relationships which are generated by social division but equally
important to remain sceptical of essentialism and bias:
Crime has moved from the rare, the abnormal, the offence of the
marginal and the stranger, to a commonplace part of the texture
of everyday life: it occupies the family, the heartland of liberal
democratic society as well as extending its anxiety into all areas of the
city. It is revealed in the highest echelons of our economy and politics
as well as in the urban impasses of the underclass. Young (1999: 30)
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SASO Chairman’s Report, 2011-2012
Introduction
At the end of my first year as Chair of SASO, I would like to thank all those
who have contributed to the success of the Association over the last year.
I would also like to acknowledge the outstanding contribution which my
predecessor, Professor Alec Spencer, made to developing SASO during his
five years in office. At the AGM, he was elected Honorary Vice President of
SASO. This has been another successful year for the Association, with a well
attended and informative Annual Conference, and active Branches operating
throughout the year.
Annual Conference
For our national Conference, we returned to Dunblane Hydro Hotel for a
second year, running from Friday lunch-time to Saturday evening. This was
again a successful format.
Our theme was “The Impact of Europe on Criminal Justice in Scotland”
– a subject which could not have been more topical given the significance
of some recent court judgments. Our conference chair was The Hon Lord
Philip Brodie QC, who guided the proceedings with great skill over the two
days. The opening keynote speaker was Professor Estella Baker, Professor of
European Criminal Law and Justice, University of Sheffield: The European
criminal justice jigsaw and its relevance to Scotland. She was followed by
Olivier Tell, Head of Procedural Law, DG Justice, European Commission:
Current and future developments of criminal justice in Europe. The afternoon
concluded with an address from Carole Wilkinson, Chair Scottish Children’s
Reporter Administration: Welfare and Rights at the heart if the Children’s
Hearing System?
Before the conference dinner, the Fife and Forth Valley Community Justice
Authority kindly hosted a drinks reception. Our after dinner speaker was
the Rt Hon Lord Wallace of Tankerness PC QC and Advocate General for
Scotland. We also awarded our third SASO Student Essay Prize to Kath
Murray, University of Edinburgh, for her dissertation Stop and search in
Scotland and perceptions of police fairness.
On Saturday morning the SASO Memorial Lecture in memory of The Rt Hon
Lord Rodger of Earlsferry PC QC was delivered by The Rt Hon the Lord
Hope of Craighead KT PC QC, Deputy President of The Supreme Court: The
role of the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom. This was followed by John
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Scott, Society of Solicitor Advocates: Criminal Law in Scotland post-Cadder:
Are Human Rights Really Coming Home? and by Professor Sonja Snacken,
Free University of Brussels and Ghent University: Legitimacy of noncustodial sanctions – a European perspective. After lunch Professor Tony
Kelly, University of Strathclyde spoke on Prisoners: What price European
Rights? This was followed by a panel discussion chaired by Lord Brodie
on the implications of ECHR and UK Supreme Court decisions on criminal
justice agencies in Scotland. On the panel were Rona Sweeney, Scottish
Prison Service, Ruth McQuaid, Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service,
Chief Superintendent Paul Main, ACPOS Solicitor Access Implementation
Team and Professor Fergus McNeill, University of Glasgow. The closing
keynote address was delivered by Kenny MacAskill MSP, Cabinet Secretary
for Justice.
As in previous years, there were a number of exhibitions by third sector
organisations and Community Justice Authorities. I am grateful to all those
who worked so hard to plan and deliver such a successful conference, in
particular our administrator, Irene Cameron.
Branches
While the national conference is our single largest event, throughout the
year our local Branches provide a wide variety of lectures, debates and day
conferences. These events provide and important meeting place for those
involved in the criminal justice system. The Glasgow Branch, under the
expert chairing of Sheriff Rita Rae QC, enjoyed a full programme, beginning
with a debate on the impact of the UK Supreme Court. This was followed by
lectures on Electronic Crime, Early and Effective Intervention, Gender and
Violence, and Violence and Sectarianism. Their year concluded with a day
conference on Prisons and Imprisonment, chaired by Brigadier Hugh Monro,
HM Chief Inspector of Prisons for Scotland.
The Edinburgh Branch chaired by Sheriff David Mackie met six times,
hearing from the former Lord Advocate Elish Angiolini and from Lord
Carloway, and covered such topics as imprisonment, Drug related deaths,
knife crime and Community Justice Authorities. Likewise, The Dumfries
and Galloway Branch, chaired by Bill Milven, met seven times throughout
the year and heard presentations on roads policing, prison link centres, adult
support and protection, the whole systems approach, reducing reoffending,
independent custody visiting, and substance abuse. Branches are also active
in Fife and Dundee. The SASO Council are keen to continue to support a
network of thriving local Branches across Scotland.
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Branches have embarked on excellent programmes of activity for the year
2012-13.
Council
SASO Council has continued to meet throughout the year, primarily in
connection with organising the annual conference. I am grateful to all the
members for their hard work and commitment. The finances of the Association
remain regularly under discussion, particularly with the limited income we
receive. Our honorary Treasurer, Alasdair McVitie, has indicated that he
would wish to step down from this role after 11 years. I am very grateful to
him for his faithful and thorough service, and on behalf of SASO would like
to thank him for his dedication and commitment.
Journal
Volume 18 of The Scottish Journal of Criminal Justice Studies was published
by SASO in August 2012. I am grateful to Professor Michele Burman for
her excellent work in editing the journal and to the Editorial Board for their
advice and support.
Conclusion
SASO is a unique organisation which brings together such a wide range of
people with interests in the criminal justice system in Scotland. I am grateful
to all who contribute to the success of SASO and look forward to another
productive and informative year.
David Strang
Chair SASO Council
November 2012
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SASO – Objects, Membership, Office
Bearers, and Branch Secretaries
Objects
The formal objects of the SASO are: “to initiate, encourage and promote as an
independent Scottish body, study and research by all means into the causes,
prevention and treatment of delinquency and crime, and to co-ordinate and
consolidate existing work of that and the like nature, and to give publicity to
such work, and to secure co-operation between bodies, association or persons
engaged in any research or work or activity having objects similar or akin to
those of the Association”.
The Association is managed by a Council. There are branches in Aberdeen,
Dumfries, Dundee, Edinburgh, Fife, Perth, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, and in
Orkney & Shetland. Each branch carries out its own programme of meetings
and local conferences. The Association organises a residential conference
each year on the third weekend in November. It is Scotland’s main criminal
justice conference and attracts distinguished speakers from both within and
outwith Scotland.
The basic aim of the Association, both nationally and locally, is to create a
common meeting ground for the many professional groups and individuals
interested in the field of crime and criminology. The membership is drawn
from the Judiciary, the Legal Profession, the Police, the Prison Service, Social
Work Services, Administrators, Academics, Teachers, Reporters to Children’s
Panels, Children’s Panel Members, Doctors, Clergy, Psychologists, Prison
Visiting Committees, Community Justice Authorities, Central and Local
Government. It provides an opportunity for an exchange of views by its
members, enabling them to explain their own problems and to appreciate
the problems of others engaged in related fields. SASO has no agenda other
than to make possible and encourage purposeful dialogue within the Scottish
criminal justice system in ways which will contribute to its improvement.
Through study groups and conferences, communication between the
professional groups is encouraged and individual members gain the
opportunity to meet experts in different fields of study, and to discuss with
them matters of mutual interest. In the working parties it is possible for the
members to contribute their own specialist knowledge or experience. Among
the most valuable results of membership are the opportunity to meet and
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know others with whom it may be necessary to make contact during the
course of one’s professional life, and the consequent building of trust and
confidence between members.
Membership
SASO has around 400 members. Those wishing to join should contact the
Administrator, Irene Cameron, Association Management Solutions, PO Box
2781, Glasgow, G61 3YL
0141 560 4092 info@sastudyoffending.org.uk
Website address: www.sastudyoffending.org.uk
Office Bearers
Honorary President: The Rt Hon Lord Gill, 13 Lauder Road, Edinburgh,
EH9 2EN
molsen@scotcourts.gov.uk
Honorary Vice-President: Niall Campbell, 15 Warriston Crescent, Edinburgh,
EH3 5LA
0131 556 2895 nandacampbell@waitrose.com
Honorary Vice-President: Professor Alec Spencer, Oakburn, 92 The Ness,
Dollar, FK14 7EB
01259 743044 spencer@oakburn.co.uk
Chairman: David Strang, HM Prisons Inspectorate, Saughton House,
Broomhouse Drive, Edinburgh, EH11 3XD
0131 244 8482 david.strang@scotland.gsi.gov.uk
Vice-Chairman: Dan Gunn OBE, HMP Glenochil, King o Muir Road,
Tullibody, FK10 3AD
01259 760471 Daniel.Gunn@sps.pnn.gov.uk
Honorary Secretary: Margaret Small, 2 Lawn Park, Fairways, Milngavie,
Glasgow, G62 6HG
0141 956 7343 margaret.small2@btinternet.com
Honorary Treasurer: Bill Milven, 33 Gillbrae Crescent, Georgetown,
Dumfries, DG1 4 DJ
0754 864 5691 Bill.milven@btinternet.com
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Journal Editor: Professor Michele Burman, Co-Director, Scottish Centre for
Crime and Justice Research, University of Glasgow, Ivy Lodge, 63 Hillhead
Street Glasgow G12 8LR 0141 330 6983. michele.burman@glasgow.ac.uk
Branch secretaries
Aberdeen
Secretary: Vacancy
Chairman: Vacancy
Dumfries
Secretary: Amanda Armstrong, Westpark House, 3 Rotchell Road, Dumfries
DG2 7SP Tel: 01387 250292 dandgsaso@btinternet.com
Chairman: Bill Milven, 0754 864 5691 Bill.milven@btinternet.com
Dundee
Secretary: Jane Martin, Manager, Children’s Services & Criminal Justice,
Dundee City Council Social Work Department, Jack Martin Way, Claverhouse
East, Dundee, DD4 9FF
01382 436001 Jane.martin@dundeecity.gov.uk
Chairman: Fraser Munro, HMP Open Estate – Castle Huntly, Longorgan,
Dundee, DD2
01382 319333
Edinburgh
Secretary: Elizabeth Carmichael saso.edinburgh@googlemail.com
Chair: Sheriff David Mackie, Sheriff Court House, Mar Street, Alloa, FK10
1HR
01259 722734 sheriffdmackie@scotcourts.gov.uk
Fife
Secretary: Margaret Collins
Fife CJSW, 21 St Catherine Street, Cupar, Fife, KY15 4L3
0845 55 55 55 460675 M: 07595 244710
Margaret.collins@fife.gov.uk
Chair: Sheriff Jim Williamson
SheriffJWilliamson@scotcourts.gov.uk
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Glasgow
Honorary Secretary: Dr Cyrus Tata, Centre for Sentencing Research, Law
School, Strathclyde University, Glasgow G4 0LT 0141 548 3274 cyrus.tata@
strath.ac.uk
Secretary: Irene Cameron, Association Management Solutions, PO Box
2781, Glasgow, G61 3YL
0141 560 4092 info@sastudyoffending.org.uk
Chair: Sheriff Rita Rae
07979 691090 Sheriff.rrae@scotcourts.gov.uk
Lanarkshire
Secretary: Jim O’Neill, Scottish Prison Service, Room 332, Calton House, 5
Redheughs Rigg, Edinburgh EH12 9HW
James.o’neill@sps.pnn.gov.uk
Chair: Vacancy
Orkney
Secretary: Vacancy
Chair: Vacancy
Perth
Secretary: Vacancy
Chair: Vacancy
Shetland
Secretary: Tommy Allan, Nordhus, North Ness, Lerwick, Shetland ZE1 0LZ
01595 690749 T.Allan@virgin.net
Chair: Vacancy
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